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Search for
School to undergo
massive $10+ million principal down
to
two--again
renovation program
By Nydia Hines

WISHES MIGHT JUST COME TRUE. A
multi-faceted renovation program is in the works
to give Morgan Park a desperately needed
facelift--and much more. Tuckpointing and facade
improvement is expected, the electrical system
will be overhauled, new student lockers, vast
auditorium restoration work, plaster and paint
work throughout, just to mention a few things from
the meticulously detailed 12-page list of needs
collected by the Department of Facilities officials.
Oh, yeah, and did we mention air conditioning?
Yes, MP will finally get what its been begging for
since the school transitioned to the early school
year start with Track E. For more on this story,
turn to page 4, “Massive renovation plan.”

A Chicago Public Schools (CPS)
Department of Facilities official (above)
photographs an area of concern on
the exterior brick facade of the south
gymnasium. Right: A wall core sample
was removed on the south building
from an area that appears to show
significant damage and perhaps bowing
(right of the hole). Earlier last week,
core samples from various walls around
the building were taken to carefully
examine the state of the structure.

Annual homecoming to be held
early due to scheduling conflicts
By Brandi Martin

T

INSID E

he annual
homecoming event is
something that students and
staff look forward to every year
to show their school pride,
starting with the Spirit Week
events, the pep rally, the big
homecoming game, and, of

course, the dance.
There are various changes
from past homecomings, including the date of homecoming, the
location of the dance, and the
kick-off time for the game.
Although, homecoming week
is traditionally held in October,
this year it will begin Monday,
September 19, courtesy of a
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conflict with the Track E fall
intercession which begins
Saturday, October 1. When MP
first adopted the new yearly
schedule in 2010, the fall break
was held a week earlier.
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L

ocal School Council
(LSC) representatives are
continuing the selection process
to fill the principal vacancy after
two separate lengthy searches.
The LSC is now down to two
candidates after a closed-door
meeting held at last month’s date.
“The process has been long
and a great deal of work on the LSC
because they are committed to the
finding of the absolute best principal for Morgan Park High School,”
LSC co-chair Goddard said.
As of now, the two candidates are Michael Daigler, the
Vice Chancellor of Development
at City Colleges of Chicago, and
Remy Washington, the assistant
principal of Morgan Park.
It appears that at the next
LSC meeting on September 21
is when the representatives are
expected to make the final decision on who will fill the position
vacated by Dr. Beryl Shingles who
left Morgan Park at the end of
June for a principalship at South
Shore’s new facility.
She accepted the position of
assistant principal offered to her
by Dr. Shingles midway through
last school year. But with the former principal’s departure, Washington has filled the void and has
essentially accepted the duties of
the school’s principal, but without
the formal title.

a Math Department chairperson
and as a curriculum coordinator
and data analyzer.
Washington--who is a Morgan Park alumnus of both the
Academic Center and high school
(Class of 1997)-- has an educational background that includes
earning her B.A. in Neuroscience
at Northwestern University, an
M.A. in Secondary Mathematics
Education from The Associated
Colleges of Illinois, and an M.A. in
Education Leadership and Organizational Change from Roosevelt
University.
Diagler’s credentials include

Principal candidate Michael
Daigler (Linkedin photo)
a M.Ed in Educational Leadership
and Administration from Saint Xavier University, an M.Ed in Secondary
Education from DePaul University,
and a B.A. in History from the University of Notre Dame, according
to his Linkedin webpage.
His experience includes work
as a social sciences teacher at
Hales Franciscan High School for
a year, and as a history teacher
at Mount Carmel High School
from 2001-2007. He then became
Director of Communications and
Grant Writing at the parochial
school until July 2010, before taking the role of Vice Chancellor at
City Colleges of Chicago.

Searching since May
Principal candidate Remy
Washington

So far the process has been
a whirlwind. There has been

Washington was first hired
as a math teacher by Dr. Shingles
in 2005, and has since served as
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Electronics policy should be revisited
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By Nahshon Yisrael

eRd

esearchers report that
listening to music while
working increases concentration
and retention. Such authoritative
reports have raised questions as
to why educators have not made
policies that reflect such research.
Multiple studies have suggested that students are more

productive while listening to
music. Listening to classical composer Wolfgang Mozart improves
grammar in what’s called the
“Mozart Effect, while French composer Claude Debussy is claimed
to improve imaginative thinking,
and even modern hip-hop is said
to increase knowledge of current
events.
However, many current educators and school officials refuse

EARLY HOMECOMING

to acknowledge these reports because they feel too many students
would abuse such a privilege of
using an electronic device, such
as a cell phone that also plays
music.
“The phone policy is fine the
way it is,” said Assistant Principal

Please turn to page 7 for

LET THE
MUSIC PLAY

continued from page 1

Due these scheduling problems, the homecoming game will
be nearly a month earlier than
usual, on Friday, September 23,
with a kickoff time of 3:30 p.m.
Usually the game is held on an
October evening.
The last three games of the
season have various conflicts. On
Friday, September 30, the Mustangs play Robeson at Stagg Stadium at 3:30 p.m., but it is also a
non-attendance day for students
due to a staff development day,
cutting short that week.
The two games that follow
are at Gately and close out the
regular season: Friday, October
7 (vs. Bogan) and Thursday, October 13 (vs. Hubbard), are both
night games, but they will be
played during the two week intercession, making any kind of Spirit

Week celebration impossible.
“Due to the break in October, we can’t schedule for a later
homecoming game,” said new
head coach of the varsity football
team, Jeremy Gold. “Only sports
administration has the last call.”

Mustangs enjoy 91 percent
homecoming win percentage
over last 11 years
Despite a tough start to the
season for the Mustangs (0-2), it’s
hoped that the young team can
turn it around by the time they
play the Orr Spartans who were
trounced in their season opener
by Brother Rice, 41-6.
In the 2010 game, the
Mustangs earned a win over the
Hubbard Greyhounds, 28-20.
Over the last 11 years, the

Mustangs have only lost one
homecoming game, which came
against the Simeon Wolverines in
2008.
In order to help get fans to
the game quickly, some transportation solutions are being sought.
“We are trying to see if we
can get buses for the students,
and even have them decorated,”
said Student Council sponsor
Kandice Morgan, who coordinates the event.

Sabre Room is new location
The dance location has also
changed from what has traditionally been the cavernous space of
the Oak Lawn Pavilion, as it was
already booked due to a basketball tournament.
“Finding a venue was hard
this year due to the booked
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places,
higher
prices,
and
space and travel time,” Genae
Smith, the Student Council vice
president, said.
But thanks to non-stop phone
calls to a number of locations, a
location was secured for Saturday,
September 24 at 7 p.m. The dance
will be held at the Saber Room
banquet hall, located on 8900 W.
95th Street in Hickory Hills.
The glamorous theme for the
dance is “A Red Carpet Affair.”
The ‘10 candy-themed event was
“One Sweet Night.”

Special ticket sales

The dance will be held at the Saber Room banquet hall, located on 8900 W. 95th Street in
Hickory Hills, on Saturday, September 24. For those driving to the distant location, note the huge
illuminated sign with the giant Alladdin-like character (left side of the photo); the entry way is
about 100 yards further west on the right hand side. (Photo captured from Sabre Room website)
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Despite inflation for most
things, the price of the tickets remains the same from last year’s $20
dollars. This time, however, seniority comes into play for purchases:
seniors and juniors will be able to
buy their tickets first (yesterday and
today, Wednesday, September 7).
After, that it’s open to everyone.

Special VIP ticket sales will
be held this week only: Those
who buy a dance ticket by Friday,
September 9, will receive a free
pep rally ticket. Regular ticket
sales will continue through Thursday, September 22, and pep rally
tickets will cost $3 each until they
run out.
The pep rally will only be
held once during the school day
on Friday, September 23 during
4th and 5th periods. Only those
with a ticket will be admitted.
If you want to invite a guest,
make sure you grab a guest application which will be available
beginning Monday, September 12.
The homecoming game is
what it’s all about, and the coach
of the team hopes that everyone
shows their Mustang pride.
“I hope we have a great
homecoming this year,” said
Gold. “We need all the kids and
staff to be into it.”

SEARCH FOR NEW PRINCIPAL
continued from page 1

much work put into this process
and there is still much work to be
done.
For each candidate, the LSC
spoke with their current employer.
They also visited the school they
were currently working. Some of
the candidates chose to visit MP,
which was scheduled by the LSC.
“It’s a very thorough process,” Colonel Michael Casey,
the teacher representative said.
“The purpose for this process is
to make sure [we] have the best
principal candidates. Overall, I felt
the quality of the candidates this
time was pretty good.”
Col. Casey’s emphasis on
“this time” is in reference to the
fact that this is actually the second call for finding a principal.
In a school staff memo
released on May 9, the principal
officially announced that she
would assume dual administrative
responsibilities from May 16 until
the end of June, when she would
leave MP for Chicago Public
School’s (CPS) latest selective
enrollment high school.
After the shocking announce-

ment, the first process kicked off
on May 11. The school received
21 resumes from people interested in the position. Fourteen
candidates presented themselves
at the candidate forum on June 1.
Later in the month, the LSC
narrowed down the group to two,
but after Carolyn Eggert accepted
the principalship at Sullivan High
School on the North Side, it appeared that the lone candidate
left standing, Doug Maclin, would
likely get the job.
However, at a meeting held
on June 21, the LSC couldn’t
agree to offer the position to
Maclin, thus a new search began
to find a principal.
It was during this most recent
recent selection process that the
LSC narrowed down the field to
three candidates for a second
interview, and are now down to
Washington and Daigler.
One hurdle that still faces
both candidates is that neither
has been approved to be on the
CPS Principal Eligibility Pool,
although they are in the process
to complete the lengthy require-

ments. Without this prerequisite,
neither candidate can be offered
a contract.
Those who serve on the
special panel are parent representatives Tomiko Smith, Bennie
Henry, Elizabeth Whitaker, and
Lavonne Mitchell; teacher representative Colonel Michael Casey;
community representative Peggy
Goddard; non-teacher member
Meghann Dyer; and student rep
senior Bobbie Woods (a nonvoting member).

EMPEHI News encourages readers to express their opinions or respond to stories,
editorials or columns by writing letters to the
editor. All letters must have a name and division number. We reserve the right to edit
all letters for mechanics, length, and content.
Please submit responses with name and division to Mr. Majeske or any member of the
newspaper, or to KEMajeske@cps.edu.
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W E L C O M E N E W T E AC H E R S
Jessica Cwiak
English

Laurie Bryant
Mathematics
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Irma Garcia
Spanish

Shari Ford
Mathematics

Adriane Hayne
s
Counselor (Academic
Center
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anager
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Sara Huels
General Science

Carole Namowicz
Science

Nineteen
new
staff
members
hired

Nicola Kennedy
Special Education

Faith Pledger
English

King
Glennie
Science

Joel Ricks
Physical Education

By Raven Wrightsell

W

ith the beginning of
a new school year,
there are also new staff additions
that have been added; so far
there are a total of nineteen new
teachers that have been added to
fill various position vacancies.
Every school year starts off
with at least a few new hires.
This particularly large group was
needed because 10 teachers
retired in June, while a number of
others weren’t rehired.
In contrast to this large
group, only three teachers were
brought in at the beginning of the
2010 school year.

Jeff Kopf
Science

Julie Schupp
Social Science

One of the largest classes of
new teachers in the last decade
was in September 2004, when
28 were new to MP. However, of
that group, only five remain seven
years later: Mary Funnye, Timothy
Hall, DeJuana Joseph, Deborah
Murphy, Shemeka Nash, and
Gerald Winston.
For 2011, there are new faces
in every department, including
special education; Nicola Kennedy is one such teacher who has
had much experience.
“Before becoming part of the
Morgan Park faculty, I have been
teaching for 14 years,” she said.
Kennedy holds a B.S. and
M.S. degree in Special Education

Kelly McElligott
Social Science

een

h
Aviva T
ce
Scien

from Alabama State University
and a M.A. degree in Educational
Leadership and Supervision from
St. Xavier University.
Although Kennedy has
been here for a short period of
time, she is really amazed at the
positive atmosphere which has
motivated her to share her experiences with students.
“I have a great feeling
about Morgan Park so far,” said
Kennedy. “I would like for all
students to understand that being
a teacher is a wonderful, nurturing
experience.”
Kennedy is very appreciative to be a beneficial factor in
educating students at MP.

Band participates in Bud Billiken, two other parades
By Jakirra Scott

T

he Morgan Park
Mustangs Marching
Band showed off their skills while
participating in three different
parades, including the annual Bud
Billiken Parade held last month,
an event held with the focus on
the betterment of Chicago youth.
Band director Shemeka Nash
and new Drum Major Keena
Hutchinson led the Marching
Mustangs and new band members who have been working hard
since July 5, through the blazing 84 degree heat on Saturday,
August 13.
“If they can complete the
Bud, they can complete anything,” Nash said.
But even worse was last summer’s temperature which cracked
90 degrees for “The Bud.”
The band also participated
in the St. Jerome parade on Princeton, which is one of the longest
running neighborhood parades in
the city, and Congressman Danny
Davis’ Back to School Parade at

Mich
a
Mathe el Moria
rity
matics

illiams
Tyra W
English

“It’s a great time to be a
“Mustang!” she said.
Also making a transition is
social science teacher Robert
Feltz.
Feltz worked as a substitute
teacher at Bremen High School
(District 288) before coming to
MP; he also taught at Harlan
Community Academy, a Chicago
public school.
“I hold a B.S. from Illinois
State University in Political Science with a minor in Economics,”
he said. He also holds a M.A. of
Education in Instructional Leader-

Please turn to page 5 for

NEW TEACHERS

IB
buzz
LUCKY NUMBER
SEVEN
By Alisa McDaniel

PERFORMING IN THE BUD: The Majestics and the Marching Band take part in the 82nd annual
Bud Billiken Parade on the Martin Luther King Drive route last month. This was the sixth straight
time that Morgan Park has participated. (Photo provided by alumni volunteer Ronald Wilson)
Columbus Park on August 20.
The Mustangs were just one
of the 275 organizations participating in the 82nd annual “Bud”
parade on that August Saturday
morning. In fact, the group has
participated the last six years.

The band and auxiliaries,
which consist of the Majorettes, flag
team, and the Majestics, marched
from 39th Street to 55th Street
and Dr. Martin Luther King Drive
in Bronzeville, showing, the city of
Chicago what they were made of.

As simple as it may sounds,
performing the entire two mile
parade route on the hot, black

Please turn to page 6 for

PARADE
PARTICIPATION

On July 6, International Baccalaureate (IB)
students from around the
world logged into ibo.org
to check the long awaited
results of the IB diploma,
which was determined
based on individual scores
on the internal/external
assessments, the extended
essay, and CAS hours. The
final calculations determine
whether the IB candidate
receives the diploma or not.

Please turn to page 5 for

IB BUZZ
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Massive
renovation plan
in the works
N

o air conditioning
Cracked plaster.
Peeling paint. Antiquated bent
and dented lockers. Those
broken-down auditorium seats.
The list of complaints by
students and staff about the
aging Morgan Park High School
facility is seemingly endless. And
worse yet, it seems like every
other school around the city has
either been nicely renovated--like
Gwendolyn Brooks College Prep-or they’ve gotten a brand-new
building--think Simeon, South
Shore, and Jones high schools,
among others.
But wait? Why are all these
strangers in day-glow safety
vests walking around the school
taking pictures of various walls,
inside and out? And why are they
punching gaping holes in the
exterior facade of the building, so
big that you can see outside?
MP’s time has finally come,
apparently.
The Chicago Public Schools
(CPS) Department of Facilities
has targeted Morgan Park for a
major capital renovation project
that will begin in the spring, in an
effort to make over $10 million in
long-needed improvements and
repairs.
CPS dispatched an assessment team of 10 technical professionals to survey and inspect
the 1964 “new” and the 1914
“old” buildings, assessing every
physical aspect in great detail as
part of their Capital Improvement
Program (CIP).
The team examined the
building “from the basement
to the roof,” according to head
engineer Michael Cox.
But being that CIP officials
annually roam through schools
and identify a checklist of possible repairs, this time had an
elevated tone of seriousness.

It’s on
“Is it on or is it not on?” Cox
said he asked of Cory Davis, the
new construction manager of the
Department of Facilities.
It appears to be on, since
Davis spoke to Assistant Principal Remy Washington and told

her not to schedule any summer
school or other summer programs
for the next two years, so not to
interfere with the fast-moving
project.
The facility overhaul is especially gratifying to Washington
who feels it’s something that has
been sorely needed.
“I’m excited about it all,”
the assistant principal said, but
added, “It’s not even an upgrade;
it’s what we should have.”

A multi-phase project
The scope of the rehabilitation project is vast, but the first
phase (Building Envelope) will
include tuck-pointing the entire
masonry structure, repairing the
limestone facade and terra cotta
detail, a new roof for the new
building and over much of the
auditorium, new exterior doors
throughout, plus many other
improvements.
One possible drawback
regarding this phase is that is
very dusty and noisy with workers
grinding out the old mortar joints
on the exterior, and this will occur
while school is in session. Head
engineer Cox said that teachers will likely be advised to keep
their windows closed during this
period, despite the possibility of
warm spring weather.
“You have to deal with it,”
he said, reflecting on MP being
fortunate to be getting the work
done.
Being that the entire scope
of the project is expected to be
completed in approximately two
years, Cox believes that the work
will be fast and furious.
“[It’ll take] 2-3 shifts [a day]
to get it done,” he said, with
construction going on virtually
around the clock.
The second phase work (Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing) will include a great deal of
construction on elements that
students and staff won’t necessarily see, but will certainly feel. The
entire heating system, from the
massive boilers hidden above the

Please turn to page 6 for

A/C IS PART
OF THE PLAN

Rumored air conditioning
was true--for pool area
By Breanna Stewart

B

y the beginning of the
2011-2012 school year,
many rumors about MPHS spilled
onto social networking websites
and phone conversations, alike.
The administration, sans a
permanent principal, and the
new teaching staff, were just a
few rumors floating around. But
at the forefront of the rumor mill
was whether or not Morgan Park

received air conditioning over the
summer.
As students returned to
school on August 9, those rumors
were confirmed to be just that:
rumors.
The rumors were started
after suspicious trucks were seen
at the school installing what many

Please turn to page 6 for
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The punchlist
New student lockers
will be installed
throughout both
buildings. The new
storage units will
be larger due to
Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA)
requirements.
Blackwelder hall
will finally get
the treatment it
deserves. after
many sputtering
attempts to
get new seating,
this renovation
plan will replace
all the seats. the
decayed plaster walls
and ceilings will be
repaired, a new floor
surface will be laid,
aisle lighting will be
installed, new marble
wainscot panels will be
installed on the stage
face--among many other
improvements.
The "New" building (1964)
will have all of the
cabinet heating units,
or "univents," replaced
with new ones featuring
better insulation
and, of course, air
conditioning. The "old"
Building (1914) will have
the heat and cooled
air provided via the
current vent system.
All of the window A/C
units will be removed.
New exterior doors will
be installed throughout
both buildings, including
the entire north window
screen and doors of the
cafeteria.
"physical envelope"
rehabilitation will
be extensive in
order to keep the
structure sound
and presentable
for at least the
next 25 years. Work
will include tuckpointing, repair of
the limestone facade
and terra cotta
details, among many
other physical
improvements.
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Acting principal named

IB BUZZ

continued from page 3

This year seven Mustangs received their IB diplomas. Jazmyn
Archibald, Jazmin Branch, Porscha Brown, Bria Campbell, Krista
Cooksey, Melanie Kirkwood, and Mariah Sutton all made MP
history as the largest group of diploma program students to earn
the IB diploma in a single year.
“If they can do it, I know you can,” is all the IB Class of 2012
has heard since before the school year even began.
Consequently, extra measures have been taken to guide the
next IB class to success.
TOK (Theory of Knowledge) teacher Hillary J. Pries argues
that “rather than pressure, the class should feel inspired because
something that once seemed unattainable at one point is now
within reach.”
IB coordinator Morgan Mudron strongly agrees, adding that
the seven diplomas are “so exciting,” but she and our teachers
are “constantly looking for ways to increase that number.”
They have been working diligently to determine what techniques from the previous school years benefitted the students,
then implementing those techniques to further progress.
The teachers have been more than generous with their time
by offering to tutor after hours, as well as helping to organize
and run weekly study tables so that any issues can be detected
and settled as soon as possible.
Mudron also wants to conduct monthly meetings with each
individual student to monitor their track to earning the diploma.
All that is asked of the students is to take advantage of these
resources to ensure the best outcome when May of 2012 arrives.

THE BEGINNING: EXTENDED ESSAY
By Dorsey Hill
This summer, IB seniors had the privilege of stressing over the
completion of their Extended Essay rough drafts. For those who
are not familiar with the extended essay, it is a maximum 4,000word research paper on a topic of the students’ choice. This essay
can make or break receiving the IB diploma for some students.
Coordinator Morgan Mudron and teacher Hillary Juretic-Pries
have been emphasizing the importance of the essay, because in
2010, half of the IB seniors were not registered for tests in May
because they failed to complete their drafts in a timely fashion.
It would be an understatement to say that a 2,000-word research paper is not an easy task for a high school senior. The majority of seniors have not come across a paper of this magnitude in
length, or been challenged with the task of extensive research.
This year, the seniors tackled the task well as almost everyone turned in a draft; however, Mrs. J.P. commented that “[the
essays] are a work in progress, but I have confidence in them.”
It is great that students have shown that they are up for the
task, and willing to meet deadlines, but it is time for students to
work diligently on the content of their essays.
With this, seniors need to know that the first draft is not the
conclusion of the extended essay process. Upon returning the
drafts, Juretic-Pries said, “Students should consider the comments, meet with their advisors, beef up on research, and get
back to work with essays.”
Seniors need to realize this essay is crucial to their IB diploma, and remember that it is an IB requirement.
“Some students are already at risk because of failure to turn
in mandated IB material,” Mudron said.
Every senior is more than capable of receiving the diploma if
they decide to put forth the effort.
This essay could potentially have astounding benefits for
seniors both in college and adulthood, but only if they stay motivated and continue to work punctually and diligently.

WELCOME BACK, MUSTANGS!
By Charron Bournes
For the second year, MP students have returned to school at
the beginning of August. Although it was hard to let the summer go, the IB students were relieved to have finally turned in all
their summer homework. With the program being so rigorous,
the students felt they were in need of a break, yet the school
year started right away for the IB students.
August 8, the first day of school, students reported home
with assignments. Their teachers were prepared to start the year
off strong, and push the students to the potential they knew the
students possessed.
On August 17, IB coordinator Mudron held a meeting for
the IB students and their parents in the school cafeteria. Many
of their teachers attended this meeting and expressed to the
students and their parents the importance of the forthcoming
school year and the responsibilities of being an IB student.
It was strongly expressed that these students must start the
school year in a position that will lead them to success throughout the remainder of the year.
It seems that the IB students have more pressure than any
other students in the school, but with the support of staff and
other students, their journey as International Baccalaureate student will be a triumphant victory.

Please turn to page 7 for MORE
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By Karissa Johnson

A

n acting principal was
named for the school
until a new principal is elected,
likely later this month.
Dr. Everett Edwards was
placed by Chief of Schools Harrison Peters, and was introduced
to the staff at an after-school
meeting held last week.
Edwards, who is the former

Please turn to page 7 for
Retired principal Dr. Everett Edwards is MP’s acting principal.
(Photo by Tayler Smith)

NEW TEACHERS

ACTING
PRINCIPAL

continued from page 3

ship from the University of Illinois
at Chicago.
Not only is Feltz a Social
Science teacher, but he also is
certified in other areas of social
studies, English as a second
language, special education and
middle school, as well.
“Morgan Park is an excellent
school and I have enjoyed teaching my students, said Feltz.
Science teacher Aviva Theen
has taught at a different variety of
schools, including Carver Military
Academy, Mose Vines Preparatory, Oak Park and River Forest
high schools.
Theen earned a B.A. in
Chemistry and a M.A.T in Physical
Science.
When asked how being a
new teacher affects her position,
Theen responded, “I’m not new
to teaching, but being at a new
school makes you feel like a freshman because you don’t know the
building.”
Theen also said she loves to
teach and works extremely hard
to ensure that all students are
succeeding.
A newcomer to the math
department is Michael Moriarty.
He holds a B.S. in Secondary
Mathematics Education. He has
taught math for five years at the
Chicago Discovery Academy on
the Bowen campus.
Moriarty said that being new
to the school provides him with
“new opportunities” to grow as
an educator with students and
staff. He also feels that he will be
an important part of MP because
he has “proven to increase student performance on standardized exams.”
Another addition to the
faculty is English teacher Tyra
Williams. Being an educator was
a “natural move” for her because
she has been a teacher almost her
entire life.
She holds a B.A. in English
from the University of Southern
Mississippi, an M.S. and a M.A.
in teaching from Texas A&M
University, and a M.Ed from the
University of Illinois-Urbana.
She has taught at schools primarily out-of-state, including, Mississippi, Texas, but in Chicago too.
Her transition here is no different from her teaching at any of
the previous schools she worked.
“I am veteran teacher with a
lot of great experiences under my
belt,” Williams said. “My greatest challenge will be learning the
‘norms’ of Morgan Park.”
Her key focus as a new teacher is to “go above and beyond!”
Williams said that she gives
and demands respect from her
students in what most might

deem “an old school way,”
but she finds this method most
beneficial, and that a classroom
cannot be run well without rules
and orderliness.
“Discipline is a must,” she said.
Overall, she thinks Morgan
Park is a wonderful school.
“I love the openness of the
staff and willingness to learn from
the students,”said Williams, adding that “My department [English]
rocks!”
• • • • •

By Jasmine Andrews
Special education case manager Cassandra Hoggart-Carr,
who has held the same position at
Global Visions Academy for seven
years, is one of the new staff
members. She is also a Mustang
from the Class of 1985.
“I’m...an alumnus and
wanted students to experience
the camaraderie of excellence
from my point of view [of being
a former student].” Hoggart-Carr
said is the reason she returned to
her alma mater.
Hoggart-Carr is currently
completing her doctoral studies at
Argosy University; she has a M.A.
from Chicago State University.
“I started as an ‘exceptional
teacher’ [focused on special
needs students], and case management is a part of the field
that allows me to be an advocate
between the parent, student, and
staff, bringing together all stakeholders with their expertise to
develop students into successful
adults,” she explained as to why
she became a case manager.
Science teacher Carole
Namowicz is new to MP. She previously taught at Michelle Clark
Preparatory Magnet High School
for three years. She earned her
undergrad degree at the University of Delaware, and completed
her teaching degree at Northwestern University.
Namowicz enjoys the profession for one of the most gratifying
reasons of being a teacher.
“I love to see the look on
kids face when they get something,” she said.
The science teacher landed
the spot here after a fellow teacher informed her of an opening.
“I have a friend in the [Science] Department, Ellen Martinsek, [and] she told me about the
position so I applied,” she said.
Social Science teacher Julie
Schupp is also new. She has
taught in CPS for three years. She
earned her degrees from DePaul
University and the University of
Illinois at Chicago (UIC).
“I was excited to become an
IB teacher,” Schupp said, “The

school has a good reputation.”
A teacher of seventeen
years, Joel Ricks, once a teacher
at Corliss High School, has also
been employed at MP through
one of the after-school programs,
but is now here full-time.
“I have been [working with
MP’s driver education program]
driving range for ten years, [and]
I decided to make [the] full transition,” Ricks said.
He earned his B.A. from the
University of Alabama.
Katherine McElligott is
another social science teacher that
is new. A teacher of five years,
McElligott has taught at Foreman
High School and Walter Payton
College Preparatory. She attended
University of Iowa and National
Lewis to obtain her degrees.
“I like to work with kids,” said
McElligott, explaining why she
became a teacher.
• • • • •

By Bobbie Woods
Teachers are the core of a
school, and with all the changes
happening here at Morgan Park, a
strong teaching staff is needed to
achieve the higher goal of offering great academics.
One teacher who transferred
from Foreman High School on
the Northwest Side is especially
happy to have made the move.
“I was excited to be here,”
said veteran English teacher
Jessica Cwiak. “It’s been awhile
since an English teacher position
was available [at MP], so I feel
lucky that I was chosen.”
Cwiak, who has a B.A. in
English from the University of
Illinois at Chicago and a M.A. in
Reading from Northwestern University, said she plans to also get
involved in sponsoring extracurricular activities.
“I would like to provide a
nurturing environment and also
get involved in an activity or
two,” she said.
With extensive backgrounds
sprouting from previous high
schools such as Foreman, Niles
West, Lindblom Math and Science
Academy, and others, there’s no
wonder these lucky few have gotten picked to participate in MP’s
academics.
In addition to having experience at other schools, some of
the new teachers worked in the
private sector, too.
“Prior to MP, I have been a
math coach for CPS for three years,
and a classroom teacher for four,”
said math teacher Laurie Bryant.
“Also, prior to teaching, I worked
in the technology field as a senior
systems programmer at Allstate insurance company for seven years.”
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continued from page 4

continued from page 3

new building gyms, to the cabinet
heating units (univents) in each of
the new building classrooms that
will be replaced.
But when examining the tiny
type on the currently 12-page
detailed plan, a few words jump
off the page. Words like “Dual
Temperature and Condenser Supply,” “new water-cooled chillers,”
“dehumidification requirements,”
and “cooling calculations.” It all
adds up to a list of the required
equipment for the facility to be
fully air conditioned.
The new mechanical systems
will provide hot water heat in
the cold months, rather than the
current steam-based system, and
alternately, when temperatures
climb, the system will generate cooled water at a brisk 48
degrees. New fans will blow over
radiator coils cooling the buildings to comfortable levels.

Extensive interior work
The third phase will include
work on the interior through ADA
(Americans with Disabilities Act)
improvements and other facility site
improvements such as classroom
plaster repair and painting, vinyl tile
flooring replacement, window balance repair (old building), new window security guards (old building),
an emergency lighting system with
a gas back-up generator, replacement of 95 percent of all classroom
lighting, replacement of all student
lockers with wider units (including
the locker rooms), among a laundry
list of other needed work.
The auditorium, Blackwelder
Hall, will finally get the respect it
deserves. All the seats will be replaced, the crumbling plaster will

Many millions
of dollars
worth of
improvements
have been
made to
Morgan Park
over the past 13
years, according
to Capital
Improvement
Program
documents
(above). But MP
has undergone
both large and
small capital
improvement
programs, going
all the way back to
just after the school
was completed in
1916. There was the
auditorium and east
wing of the school
(from the principal’s
office eastward) in
1926, and the “new”
building, finished in
1965.
be repaired, new stage lighting
will be installed, the missing marble face at the foot of the stage
will be repaired, just to highlight a
few of the major improvements.

Wish list ideas sought
But even more work could
be added with administrators, the engineering staff, and
teachers being advised to create
“wish lists” for any other facility
improvements not currently being
addressed by the project.
Does MP need a new sound
system for the auditorium? State-

asphalt wasn’t so easy, but as
for flag co-captain Jasmine
Bennett, “The sun made me
feel excited, but when we
hit the shade it was even
better.”
But she added, “When
people would shout out
[‘Nice outfits, girls!’) It was a
little distracting.”
The Majorettes strutted their stuff, twirling
their silver batons to
perfection, as captain Jakkira Scott led the spirited
group. The Majestics also
showed up and showed
out without missing a
beat.
Although the band
was playing well, some
difficulties did arise.
“I messed up in
the parade,” said band
member Shatoine
Winston. “My pants

of-the-art science labs for the old
building? Curtains for the stage?
A language lab? A better public
address system?
“If you don’t ask for anything,
you don’t get anything,” Cox said.
However, all requests must
be related to improving the physical state of the facility and for the
good of the students.
“The whole thing is about
teaching kids,” Cox said.
There is an immediacy to
identifying other areas to be considered, and those with ideas are
to submit them to Washington or
Cox this week.

started falling down, and it’s
hard to pull them up while
playing.”
Winston added that, “I
love my section. Joining the
band made me feel as if I was
already family.”
As for Hutchinson, who
led the entire band down King
Drive, she found the weather
bearable.
“It’s all the same with the
weather,” Hutchinson insisted.
No matter what the weather is outside, this year’s drum
major can be counted on to be
up and ready to go. Although
there was some uncertainty as
to whether there would even
be a drum major selected this
year, Hutchinson has embraced
the role and the accompanying
responsibilities.
“If someone makes a
mistake,” she said, “it’s on me,
too.”

The Mustang Marching Band readies for the start of the
annual Bud Billiken Parade on Dr. Martin Luther King Drive
last month. (Photo provided by alumni volunteer Ronald
Wilson)

POOL AND OTHER UPGRADES
continued from page 4

frantic students thought and
hoped to be central air.
“I thought I saw the men
working on the school putting a/c
in the school, but I found out it
was a ventilation system for the
pool,” senior Naomi Penny said.
Actually, those trucks were
making major improvements, just
not the expected air conditioning
system.
“It’s a dehumidifier unit for
the pool, a self-contained unit
that’s gonna handle everything for
the pool,” said head engineer Michael Cox. “They also put a new
roof on the swimming pool.”
Other misinformed students
speculated over what the mysterious trucks were doing around the
school.
“I drove past [the school] and
it looked like they were putting
in air, but really they were putting
in dry erase boards in every class
[on the second and third floors],”
senior Jasmine Griggs said.
Students and staff alike have
been wishing for air-cooling units
after operating on the Track E
schedule last school year. While
this summer’s heat hasn’t been
close to the scorcher experienced
last school year, many students
believe air conditioning units are
still necessities.
“Yeah, last year was hotter than this, but this year is still
hot none the less,” said senior
Richard Boakeye. “For safety
reasons and educational reasons,
we need air conditioning; it’s hard
to concentrate when you’re fanning yourself and surrounded by

fans not doing anything except
making noise and blowing your
papers away.”
Yet there are many factors
related to why MP has yet to get
the air conditioning everyone has
been clamoring over. The “old”
building was opened in 1916--95
years ago--and has had few major
updates done since that time.
With temperature patterns
becoming less predictable, next
year could be exponentially
warmer than this year or cooler,
and it seems as if the possibility
of air conditioning units can be
just as unpredictable.
However, just before it was
revealed last week that the school
would be getting a major face lift,
including air conditioning, Cox
noted that there was increased
scrutiny during an annual inspection by the Department of
Facilities.
“All I can say is [for] the last
month or so I’ve had all types
of engineers here: heating,
plumbing, everything,” he said.
“They’re going with fine-tooth
combs from the basement to the
roof, taking pictures of everything, the roof, brickwork, windows, classrooms, they’re doing
a whole assessment of what this
school will need.”
Cox went on to make remarks that, in hindsight, appear
to be a remarkable twist of fate,
based on the recent developments (see “Massive renovation”
page 4).
“Maybe next year during
the capital improvement--if we’re

Pool filled, ready for opening

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED. The year-long pool renovation is
finally completed and filled (right), and a steel worker
(above) installs some of the supporting bars for the new
dehumidifying and air conditioning unit for the swimming
pool area. The long-needed equipment was just one of
many improvements made for the pool area, including a
unisex washroom, a remodeled boys washroom, a new
water-proof membrane roof, new ladders and lane hooks,
new lights and ceiling, a new hot water heater, a coderated drain, new pumps, and a completely regrouted
pool. Head engineer roughly estimated that the entire
project cost approximately $1 million, provided by the
Department of Facilities Capital Improvement Program.
one of the lucky schools chosen-maybe we’ll get a lot of work
done,” he said. “If we’re not chosen, we’re not getting anything
done like the last 20 years around
here, but we’re keep our fingers
crossed that we’re the ones chosen for capital improvement.”

While structural and technical aspects weigh heavily on
the decision for our school to
get air conditioning, ultimately
the biggest factor is the cost.
Ballpark figures have been
bounced around the school for
months now. The estimated price

for air conditioning is said to be
anywhere from $5-10 million for
central air.
But as of now, with the goahead for a major facility overhaul
by the Capital Improvement Program being recently approved, a
cooler school is now in sight.
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WHY DIDN’T
WE HAVE A SUMMER?
By Armani Martin
The claim that students had a
summer break was hardly recognized by the IB Class of 2012.
For some students, they had the
benefit of marvelous walks on
the beach, the delightful summer
breeze, the opportunity of being
employed, and actually having fun.
Unfortunately for IB students,
the stress was overbearing because
the summer work was abundant
and without the full three months
to complete it, the pressure to finish was unmanageable.
“It was way too much,” said IB
student Paris Gholston. “We were
supposed to be on summer break,
but I felt like I was still in school.”
Students sought to expand
their leisure activities because
their minds had been mentally
restricted during the school year,
and it is unfortunate that the IB
students weren’t able to do so.
On the other hand, the work
given to us over our abbreviated
summer needed to be completed
to relieve stress during the school
year. The faculty knew that senior
year was going to be tremendously
difficult with balancing school, extra
curricular activities, college and
scholarship applications. Teachers
assumed that if students got most
of the rough drafts and other assign-

ments completed, it would prepare
students for the school year and
ultimately reduce the workload to
make the school year less stressful.
Let’s just face it: IB is a rigorous
program and we were going to
have to do the work regardless. It’s
just unfortunate that it was at the
expense of our summer vacation.

ATTENTION ALL
SENIORS: DO THE
COMMON APP
By Ashley McKeithen
Although, we anxiously look
forward to the end of the year
activities, there is a much more
pressing matter at hand: college applications. The deadlines
of turning in college apps are
months before we go to prom or
are handed our diplomas, and
should, consequently, be our top
priority. Therefore, the question
must now be posed: What can
be used to aid in this long and
tedious process?
The Common Application is,
essentially, a “universal” application in which member institutions
or colleges provide a general
admission application to students
who choose to use the “App.”
The Common App is extremely beneficial due to the fact
that it can be sent to any number
of participating colleges—456 par-
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ticipants in the 2011-2012 cycle.
It is by no means easy to
complete and as such, requires
persistence and dedication. Things
to know while completing the app:
Remember helpful stats
(they will be in multiple portions
of the application): Social Security number, GPA, breakdown
of ACT composite score, rank,
school CEEB code, counselor
and recommender information.
Work on personal statement and specified college
supplement essays early: Do
not wait until late December,
the month that most applications are received.
Use a common, memorable
username and password (for not
only the common app, but other
applications—scholarships and
private college apps).
Keep track of what you
have and have not done on
each application; check out
school’s website and the specific requirements for undergrad
applications (just in case).
Read directions carefully,
and apply for fee waivers and/
or determine how you will be
paying for application fees
This may be stressful, but
nonetheless, we must picture
the time between January and
April, where the burden has been
lifted and you and your peers are
simply waiting for all those acceptance letters. Good luck!

SPORTS
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Electronics policy has
no wiggle room for a reason
By Tereah Fields

T

here are things that
go on that students
can control, but then again,
there are some things we
can’t. Many students feel the
electronics policy is unfair,
according to the Student
Code of Conduct handbook.
The policy clearly states

“Any visible or activated cell
phone/electronic device will
be confiscated and can only be
retrieved by the parent or legal
guardian.”
So when an electronic
device is seen by a staff member, it’s taken away until an

Please turn to page 11 for

NO PHONES

ACTING PRINCIPAL
continued from page 5

principal of South Shore Entrepreneurship Campus who retired in
June, is at MP “to come keep the
school focused, and also to support Ms. [Remy] Washington [the
assistant principal].”
The acting principal is
expected to help with matters of
curriculum, while Washington will
focus on day-to-day operations.
Dr. Edwards will also be conducting formal observations of teachers starting this week, so many
students will likely see him sitting
in their classes.
Is there a chance that the
retired principal would return to
MP for the top school position
full-time?
“No way will I be principal,”

Dr. Edwards said. “The Local School
Council [LSC] only has two candidates left, which are Ms.Washington
and Michael Daigler.”
In fact, the next LSC meeting on September 21 is when the
representatives are expected to
make the final decision on who
will fill the position vacated by Dr.
Beryl Shingles who left Morgan
Park at the end of June for a
principalship at South Shore’s new
facility.
However, if they don’t select a
candidate with a majority of votes,
then another search would begin-it would be the third--to find a
principal. In that case, Dr. Edwards
would remain until a candidate is
offered the principalship.

OPINION: LET THE MUSIC PLAY
continued from page 2

Remy Washington. “Students will use their
smart phones and iPods to cheat on tests,
check social networking sites, and text their
friends. We confiscate them because it is
disruptive to teachers and to students.”
In today’s society, such electronic
devices have become social norms and are
far less distracting as the industrial fans that
blow away papers and muffle the teacher’s
voice during sweltering days in stuffy
classrooms in August. In fact, many schools
across the country have decriminalized
electronics and have discovered that it has
prevented more problems than it created.
Many believe the Chicago Public
Schools (CPS) electronics policy, and the
school’s, should be more lenient in reflection of society’s increased dependence on
electronics and its benefits of the brain.
Others believe it should remain the
same to prevent cheating, reduce distractions, and increase academic retention.
And it’s unlikely that teachers will bend
the rules that are dictated to them, either.
“It really doesn’t matter,” said English
teacher Ava Blocker, “but rules are rules.
I’m not going to get written up because a
student wants to use his/her phone when
they’re not supposed to.”
Students who have found loopholes
to make the policies even more obsolete.
There have been students who don’t sign
the policy because they have found that
they can only receive three days in-school
suspension for not giving up electronics
when told so.
Teachers have spent a lot of class time
dealing with students who refuse to give
up phones, which is why some agree that
they shouldn’t be allowed.
“Electronics are educational,” said
veteran music teacher Carol McDaniel,
“but when students don’t have the will to
use them as so, you can’t allow them. They
will be used to cheat and make disruptive
noises, which are harmful to a learning
environment.”
With the increased use of technology
in today’s society, students have a genuine
necessity for their cell phones and mp3
players. They have become everyday ac-

cessories, taking the place of the pocket
watches and memo pads of previous
generations. They are tools of communication between children and their parents,
and are needed in cases of emergencies.
As a result, some educators they should be
allowed, with some restrictions.
“In some cases, I have allowed students to use their phones to find information on things I’m unsure of,” said one
teacher he wished to remain anonymous.
“Their phones move faster than most
computers in the school. I don’t want to
deprive students of any information.”
With September being the 24th anniversary of cell phone technology, and the
10th anniversary of the iPod introduction
being back in March, one must realize how
beneficial and essential they have become.
Although they may have once been a just a
fun diversion, they have become as useful
to education as an ink-and-paper textbook-which, ironically, many are already saying
is obsolete!
Certainly the electronic policies were
once appropriate. Consider the once-infamous electronic beepers and pagers, which
were banned in schools because of their
perceived relationship with drug dealing.
Once upon a time, bulky cell phones
were able to two things: make and take
phone calls. Today, smartphones are used
to email messages, text, take photos, play
music, surf the Web for information, type
and save documents to its memory or to
the Cloud.
The latest development, the electronic
tablet computer, is making huge strides in
acceptance among consumers and even
schools.
The most popular among these booksized devices is the iPad, introduced nearly
two years ago. It appears that this electronic device will revolutionize the way people
interact with media, particularly reading
material like newspaper and books--even
textbooks.
Apple officials say they know of more
than 600 districts that have launched what
are called “one-to-one” programs, in
which at least one classroom of students

HEADPHONES AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES IN A CPS CLASSROOM? The
electronics revolution is seeping into every part of lives, including school. Above,
students from Chicago’s William Brown Elementary (in an Apple promotional
video) use a Apple iPads and headphones while operating a reading program.
The popular iPads--smartphones’ bigger brother--will likely be in every school,
even Morgan Park, well before the end of this decade.
is getting iPads for each student to use
throughout the school day, according to a
recent Associated Press story, with nearly
two-thirds of them have begun since July.
Surprisingly, Apple’s own website
features a promotional video about their
product, with a Chicago school official saying The iPad has created enthusiasm and
excitement in our classrooms here at CPS.”
The CPS reps voice is played while
showing students at William H. Brown
Elementary School wearing headphones
and using the devices in class. Of course
these kids aren’t listening to any popular
music, but to a reading program. However,
imagine a high school English class where
students are using iPads and are perhaps
reading and responding to a literature
passage. What if they were also listening
to a favorite song while completing the
assignment--just like they do at home, like
it or not.
If studies suggest that music can have

a calming effect, and can even aid in some
cognitive areas--and it doesn’t bother or
distract others--why not allow it?
As technology advances, so must
educational approaches. Absolute electronic prohibitions are a disservice to the
new generation of learners that will have to
compete in a world that is ultra-electronically savvy.
There are alternatives to the current
policy that are equally, if not more effective. Some schools have allowed the use of
cell phones and iPods in the halls, but have
continued to prohibit classroom use.
Such schools have reported that they
have received a great amount of cooperation with the new policy from students and
have also seen a drop in electronic related
incidents in the classrooms.
Electronic devices are only going to
become more integral to society, including
education. Why try to hold back the future?
It’s inevitable.
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Activity fee remains the same for third straight year, but many still complain
By Genae Smith

M

any student
and parents are
questioning the price of the
student activity fee and where all
the money goes.
The activity fee charged
every year by the school is used
for yearly materials and expenses
needed to successfully have a
productive school year.
The breakdown of where the
funds go is stated in every student handbook on page 15.
The $150 activity fee is
broken down as follows: $10 for
printing the monthly “EMPEHI
News,” the school newspaper; $5
for copies of the student handbook; $5 for student programming, counseling materials, and
equipment; $2 for publicity and
public relations activity; $10
is charged for miscellaneous
expenses; $21 for technology
expenses; $20 for student grades
reports sent to parents; $10 for
student activities; $5 student
expenses when required to represent school; $15 for security, activities supervision, and IDs; $30
for publishing and shipping the
yearbook; and $17 for postage.
Although many feel $150 is
alot of money, the school treasurer, Lena Lehner, said that every
cent is needed, and that the
school cannot afford to reduce
the price of the fee.
“There would be no way [to
charge less] with what we spend,”
said Lehner.
What students don’t know
is that MP has one of the lowest
fees around, with other schools
charging an activity fee of up to
$200 and $350.

Northside College Prep
charges an activity fee of $260
plus an additional $110 technology fee and a $125 departmental
fee.
In fact, according to a Wall
Street Journal (WSJ) story published in May, “Public Schools
Charge Kids for Basics, Frills,” the
trend of fee increases is accelerating.
“Public schools across the
country, struggling with cuts in
state funding, rising personnel
costs and lower tax revenues,
are shifting costs to students
and their parents by imposing
or boosting fees for everything
from enrolling in honors English
to riding the bus,” the WSJ story
states. “At high schools in several
states, it can cost more than $200
just to walk in the door, thanks
to registration fees, technology
fees and unspecified ‘instructional
fees.’”
One significant charge as
part of MP’s fee is the yearbook, for which every student is
charged $30. However, none of
that money is actually kept by the
school.
“Jostens, the company that
we’re contracted with to publish
the 152-page yearbook gets
every dime of the approximately
$45,000 charged for printing the
full-color book,” Keith Majeske,
the yearbook sponsor said. “The
yearbook staff basically takes
the pictures and puts the book
together, electronically, for free.”
Numerous schools have the
option to purchase their yearbook. But back when MP used to
take individual orders for yearbooks, costs skyrocketed with
fewer books being ordered, and

in 1982, no yearbook for Morgan
Park was created.
Students and parents often
wonder why MP doesn’t have
laptops, microwaves, a football
stadium, a better auditorium, better lockers, among other things,
believing that activity fee money
could be used for these things.
“The school is collecting $150 from every student,
which means their taking in over
$180,000 every year,” said parent
Genolia Smith. “I understand the
expenses of running a school, but
with all that money, why aren’t
there any improvements being
done around the school?”
However, such improvements
would be in addition to the items
already outlined in the student
handbook, thus driving the fee
much, much higher.
The 2011 fee has remained
flat for the past few years, but realistically shouldn’t have, according to the school treasurer.
“With things like postage
and student assessment tests
going up, the school fee has [still]
remained $150 for the past three
years,” said Lehner.
The activity fee is for the
students and funds are needed.
Some teachers and school staff,
including Lehner, feel “it’s not
unreasonable at all.”
But alot of students like senior Jasmine Henry don’t understand why the additional course
and lab fees aren’t included in
the activity fee. Some parents are
unaware that they have to pay
$150 for the activity fee, then turn
around and pay an additional

Please turn to page 9 for
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Target HOPE students attend
week-long college tour

School fees
soar across
the nation

Basic Registration Fees

Community Unit School District 200 –
Wheaton, Ill.
Registration fee -- $175
Locker fee -- $6
Music fee -- $10
Technology fee -- $40
Graduation fee -- $30

COURSE SUPPLIES FEES

Lakota Local Schools – Liberty Townshi p, Ohio
English 9 -- $12
French IV -- $75
Honors Chemistry I -- $39.50
Physical Science 101 -- $25
AP Microeconomics -- $40

Bloom Townshi p High School District –
Chicago Heights, Ill.
Physics -- $13
AP Biology -- $34
Advanced Ceramics -- $25
Freshman P.E. -- $26

Dakota Ridge High School – Littleton, Colo.
English 9 – $18
Honors English 9 -- $38
Honors English 12 -- $59
AP English Literature -- $75
Chemistry -- $10
Honors Chemistry -- $20
AP Chemistry -- $40 plus book
German II -- $20

Leeds High School – Leeds, Ala.
Art -- $40
Business technology -- $25
Chemistry -- $25

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES FEES

Arlington Public Schools – Arlington, Mass.
Cheerleading -- $408
Ice Hockey -- $720
Gymnastics -- $720
Wrestling -- $480

Lakeville North High School – Lakeville, Minn.
Debate -- $190
Fall Musical -- $110
Chess Club -- $150
Science Olympiad -- $150

Lenape Regional High School District –
Shannon, N.J.

Activities fee -- $200 to participate in one or
more activities including:
Literary Magazine, Gay/Straight Alliance,
Students Against Drunk Driving, Asian Club,
National Honor Society, Student Government,
Stage Crew, and Jazz Band
Ten Morgan Park students, who are part of the Target HOPE program, have a photo taken
outside their tour bus for the Journey to Excellence college tour on August 19. From front,
left: La’keisha Banks, Darrel Cruz, Crystal Webb, Jazmine Howell, Nikeya Bramlett, Joi
Wells, Marcella Slay, and alumnus Natalie Mitchell (Class of 2006); back row, left: Nicholas
Cook, Joshua Housing, and Geno Tate.
By Joshua Housing

T

en Morgan Park
students set out on
the Journey to Excellence on
August 19, missing a week of
school in an effort to reach
post-secondary excellence.
The Journey to Excellence is a tour offered through
the Target HOPE program.

The program is a service for the
minority students of the Chicago
metropolitan area. It is designed
to give students opportunities
they would receive otherwise.
The Journey to Excellence
is one of these opportunities; it
is a tour in which students get
an opportunity to visit colleges
that they know nothing about.
Normally, students would give

up a portion of their summer
for this trip, but as a Track E
school, MP students missed
class.
The first segment of
the trip started with Howard
University, Hampton University, North Carolina Agricul-

Please turn to page 9 for
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Hamilton-Wenham High Regional High School
-- South Hamilton,Mass.
Football -- $864
Volleyball -- $537
Baseball -- $591
Girls tennis -- $372
Literary Magazine -- $85
World language club -- $71
School musical -- $200

MISCELLANEOUS FEES

U-46 High School District – Elgin, Ill.

Driver’s Education
Behind the wheel instruction -- $300
Textbook -- $20
Student parking permit -- $60
(Source: Wall Street Journal, “Public
Schools Charge Kids for Basics, Frills”)
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Now is the time to produce ‘wish lists’ for possible MP improvements
By Anthony Teurel

M

MORGAN PARK HIGH SCHOOL, CIRCA 1916, LIKELY THE WESTERN FACE.
What does a nearly century-old building like Morgan Park High
School need? Well, what doesn’t it need? Seriously, EMPEHI
has come a long way since it was first built in 1916, as shown in
the photo above. Note how small it is compared to today, thanks
to various additions made over the decades.

any of the students at
MP have complained
practically on a daily basis about
the horrible heat and unpleasant
conditions of the school, and wish
that the school would someday
receive air conditioning.
Apparently some wishes do
come true, as after a year on the
Track E schedule, which starts the
school year during the hottest
month of the year, the school
is now scheduled for a huge
capital improvement project that
includes the much-dreamt of air
conditioning system.
Being that merely wishing for
something and having it come
true is coincidental, now is the
time for students and staff to put
together “wish lists” for what they
perceive as necessary improvements.
Such lists are being solicited
by the school administration

FEE CONCERNS
continued from page 8

$20, $25, or $30 for their child’s
art, music, physics, chemistry,
biology, or forensic class.
The courses that have class
fees are those that require specific items not provided by the
Board of Education.
A lot of students complain
about the activity fee but logically
$150 for 180 days is less than $1

dollar a day.
“I think it’s fair, considering we’re in school session 180
days,” said Lehner. “We haven’t
changed the fee within the past
three years, nor have we cut anything. We’ve kept [fees] as low as
we could to run the school.”
The school doesn’t receive
the activity fee from a great num-

ber of students until the end of
the school year, or when the debt
rolls over to the next calendar
year.
In some cases, debts are
never satisfied until senior year,
when soon-to-graduate students
and their parents are stunned to
learn they have to pay a debt that
often climbs close to $1000.

TARGET HOPE
continued from page 8

tural & Technical State University,
Morehouse, Spellman, Clark-Atlanta University, Tennessee State
University, and Meharry Medical
College.
This leg of the tour was only
to Historically Black Colleges and
Universities (HBCUs). The group
visited so many HBCUs because
of how today’s African-American
youth know so little about them.
Students that attended this part of
the tour missed five days of class.
Part two of the tour visited
Missouri University and Washington University in St. Louis. These
were visited for the students who
didn’t want the HBCU experience.
This was a shorter tour where
students only missed three days
of class.

There were actually five Mustangs who attended both parts of
the tour and missed even more
school.
There don’t appear to be
any complaints by those who
attended; students all seemed
to understand the importance of
the education and accepted the
sacrifice for the overall benefit.
“Great experience,” said senior and member of Target Hope
Keenya Frazier. “I learned about
college life and how the transition
is not that hard because everyone
is excited to be at college.”
The students who attended
this tour also received ACT prep.
They spent time developing
their test taking scores in order
to better their scores to attend a

university with a scholarship.
Students also went sightseeing in cities such as Washington
D.C., and opportunity that some
students may not have ever had.
According to their website,
College Tours Target Hope offers
Journey to Excellence college
tours during the spring and summer of each year. The organization provides personalized
campus visits where teenagers
interact with faculty, administrators and college students.
Only Target Hope participants are invited to participate
on the college tour. To date, 80
percent of their participants enroll
in colleges introduced to them
on Journey to Excellence college
tours.

and engineers to examine and
possibly add to the long list of
work to be done in the capital
improvement program to begin
this spring.
Does MP need new risers in
the boys gym?
How about a couple of new
computer labs?
Perhaps complete renovations of the science labs in the old
building?
Maybe the benches that
once were scattered around the
west campus could be reinstalled?
Do we need to add an addition between the lunchroom and
the old building?
But if you’re going to wish,
you might as well wish big. The
best possible scenario is for the
entire school to get rebuilt. The
old building first opened it's
doors back in 1916, which means
it is almost a century old. Over
the years, the building has had

numerous renovations done to
it, but they’ve been mostly quick
fixes.
"[The administration] is just
[patching] a problem." Beverly
Packnett, mother of IB senior
Monica Packnett, said. "Why can
newer schools get renovated
while [Morgan Park] cannot?"
One of these newer schools
that Packnett refers to is Gwendolyn Brooks, located off of Harlem
and Washington, got an extreme
renovation this summer. Computer labs, new wing--the works.
But what else does the
school need?
"Computers," senior Keenya
Frazier said bluntly. "We need
laptops for students."
Laptops would be a very
useful tool in helping to teach students. Students would be able to
use the internet to gain knowl-

Please turn to page 10 for
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Chicago schools, mayor seek
longer school days, longer year
By Nyla Southern

M

ayor Rahm
Emanuel and
Chicago Public Schools (CPS)
CEO Jean-Claude Brizard have
urged that all Chicago schools
(CPS) should have a longer
school day and school longer
year.
At a press conference earlier in the year, it was reported
that the mayor announced,
“Chicago now has the shortest
school day and school year of
any major city in the nation,
and that has to change.”
Mayor Emanuel wants to
add 90 minutes to school day,
so the students can have more
additional instruction time can
be used, for the math, reading
or science. He also wants to
extend the school year by two
weeks.
The mayor feels that 46
minute classes is not enough
for the students; he thinks
the students are not learning
enough during that time, and
that is why ACT scores have
not risen substantially.
Students, however, don’t
see a need for a longer day.

“We get enough of
school,” said junior Katie
Howell.
But according to a Chicago Tribune report, “Chicago’s
elementary school day generally begins for students at 9
a.m. and ends at 2:45 p.m.,
with no recess and just 20
minutes for lunch. That’s about
half an hour shorter than the
average instructional day in
Illinois, according to the Illinois
State Board of Education.”
The Trib goes on to state,
“But the high school instructional day is nearly 15 minutes
longer than average, and ISBE
figures show Chicago eighthgraders getting nine extra
minutes a day of combined
instruction in math, science,
English and social studies.”
Chicago high schools
have approximately a 15-minute longer school day than
do elementary schools, with a
six-hour day.
And change is already
happening. Just last Friday,

Please turn to page 10 for

LONGER DAY,
LONGER YEAR

International Baccalaureate students hold French Night
T

Above: International Baccalaurate students in front of their display board that was part of their presentation on French culture,
delivered in the language. At right: The guest pastry French pastry chef with various small bites based on traditional French
cuisine. (Photos by Brittany Elam)

he first annual
International
Baccalaureate French Night
was held last week, where
seniors had the opportunity
to showcase the fluency of
their language skills, while
the juniors were able to
practice.
The upperclassmen presented various aspects of the
French culture in the language,
while the juniors translated to
attending parents. The event
culminated with a French pastry chef who volunteered her
time to give a demonstration
on traditional treats.
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LONGER DAY, LONGER YEAR
continued from page 9

three small elementary schools
voted to extend their day by the
requested 90-minutes starting
in January: Genevieve Melody
(326 students), Skinner North
(105 students) and STEM Magnet
Academy (opened this year, only
K-3rd grade, currently).
However, this push for more
class time is not exactly new.
Chicago teachers union notes of
an April 3, 2007 bargaining session
show CPS officials “asked for 45
more minutes and said no money
was attached to it and that was the
end of that,’’ said Chicago Teachers Union spokeswoman Liz Brown,
according to various reports.
A CPS insider also said in
April, “the board offered teachers an additional 2 percent bump
in 2007, in exchange for an extra
45 minutes of teaching every day,
but for just one year that was
turned down and the final contract included four percent annual
raises without any increase in the
school day.”
Despite the push by the
mayor and others to extend the
school day and year, students
aren’t ready to embrace the idea.
“No, [longer days and year
won’t help] because by them
making the school days longer
and [year] longer, this would
cause the drop-out rate to go

up,” claims senior Jasmine Ishop.
Another senior agreed, saying that truancy could rise as a result of even more time in school.
“...Longer school days would
make the students not want to
come to school,” senior Tarryanna
Robinson said, “and like now,
they are ditching.”
A parent also sees multiple
negative consequences if the
mayor’s plan is adopted.
“Not only will the dropout
rate increase, but the teachers
pay rate may decrease,” said
parent Patricia Linzy. “I don’t think
[that with] the [weak] economy,
[the government can’t] afford to
pay teachers longer.”
Another student doesn’t see
how a longer day would have any
more of a benefit than does the
current school day.
“School cannot keep students concentrating [now],” said
senior Kylah Bell. “Why would
they concentrate [more by simply]
being there longer?”
Worse yet, tempers may flare
with students becoming more
tired and irritable as the day
wears on.
“[If] they keep us at school
longer, more attitudes mean more
trouble,” Bell added.
Some say that teachers and
students are already exhausted

by the end of the current school
day, and that extending it will be
wasted time.
“I am in school from 8 a.m.
- 3 p.m., [and] my teachers are
tired and so are we,” said student
Sharde Jones.
Another students also
believes that the plan will cause
students to be even more tired
and less enthusiastic about other
aspects of school.
“[The mayor’s plan] would
cause more tardiness, and there
would be less students participating in extracurricular activities...”
said junior Kailani Harris.
And a longer school day
would make completing homework by a reasonable hour even
more difficult.
“We will have less time to do
our homework,” senior Vernon
Neal said.
Some teachers are uncertain as to how such a plan would
work.
“It’s kind of hard to say
because [teachers] need more
instructional planning for the
students,” Colonel Michael Casey
said. “In various ways [the board]
would need to give teachers
more money from taxes, [and
concerns regarding] the parents’
schedules [would have to be addressed].”

Chartwells, cafeteria food
considered less than appetizing
By Tayler Smith

S

tudents and even
staff members have
complained about lunchroom
food for about as long as there
have been school cafeterias.
However, with today’s economic challenges and stricter
requirements for healthier offerings, some say the food provided
is even less appetizing than it
once was.
Most teachers who have
been at MP since the early
1990s can recall a time when the
cafeteria lunch was pretty good.
But since then, many complain
that the quality declined when
MP began to get our food from
Chartwells Food Company.
"I don't pay anything for
my school lunch," said senior
Doneisha "Tiny" Jackson. "If
I paid for it, I would be highly
upset because it's a disgrace to
American food.”
When later asked why she
doesn't eat lunch if she is hungry,
Jackson said, “Because it looks
disgusting. I'd rather starve until
I get home than to get sick off
food they just put together.”
Some students claim that
they have received chicken that is
under-cooked, milk that is past its
freshness date, and room-temperature fruit that is not exactly fresh.
Normally, most would say

“Don’t get the things you don’t
like,” but lunchroom customers
must select three items, and the
choices are very limited.
Chartwells, a division of Charlotte, NC-based Compass Group,
provides dining services for
over 500 public school districts
and private schools, comprising
over 4,000 separate elementary,
middle and high schools nationwide. The company is also the
major supplier to CPS schools.
And it is not just Morgan
Park students who are upset with
Chartwells; there is a Facebook
group that posts outrage about
the food: “Students United
Against Chartwells Food Service.”
The purpose of the Facebook page is described as: “Ever
thrown up after a chartwells
meals? Get gas? Feel like dying?
Us too.”
One post from Mary Gendron, who says she’s a parent,
posted, “i [sic] have three kids
that go to taylor [sic] schools
and they come home everyday
complaining about how bad there
[sic] food is at school & how they
are hungry everyday.. they get
less food than they did last year.
chartwells [sic] food service is horrible. And now my children pack
lunch every day.”
Although some avoid cafeteria food, the students eat the
lunch for reasons besides taste

and presentation.
Senior TeReah Fields said
she eats the lunch “because I’m
usually hungry and I have flag
practice after school.”
She went on to say, “I pay
$2.50 for lunch," said senior
TeReah Fields. "It's garbage, we
need a better menu.”

As for the books, they either
need to be eliminated all together
in exchange for an electronic
tablet, like those commonly used
in many colleges or universities,
or the school needs to purchase

books that are current. Many of the
history books that are being used
do not even go past the 1980s.
"[The books are] just stank
daddy," said sophomore Courtney Jones.

Before Chartwells took over,
the food was good
There are some teachers who
remember when the food in the
cafeteria was really quite good.
"In 1984, the food was great;
up until 2002 there were bakery
goods everyday," said Thomas
Arrington.
Even former teachers have
fond memories of the food offered.
“[The cafeteria] had one
line which included pizza, soup,
salad, and excellent coffee cake,”
said former teacher Catherine
Majeske. “You could smell the
cake throughout the whole building.”
However, back then, the
lunchroom employees generally
cooked what was on the varied
menu, basically from scratch.
“The food took a turn for the
worse when the food was brought

Please turn to page 11 for
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edge instead of using books that
are more than likely older than
the person reading them. The
more up to date the educational
tools are, the better an education
each student will receive.

SPORTS

Japanese education:
How does it differ
from U.S.?

SCHOOL IS IMPORTANT TO THE JAPANESE

All Japanese children must attend school from ages six to fifteen, but many children begin earlier than this, starting kindergarten at the age of three or four. Almost all children stay in school
until they are eighteen. After that, about a third of them go on
for further education. They believe that a student who goes to a
good high school will be able to get into a good university, which
will make it easier to get a good job. Therefore, there is intense
competition for some schools.
The Japanese family is the cornerstone of the Japanese
school program, and because the father is rarely home, the mother bears most of the responsibility for making sure her children
do well in school. She drills her children, reads to them and works
hard to supplement what they are taught in school.

JAPANESE SCHOOLS ARE SELECTIVE ENROLLMENT

Schools choose their students according to the results of
entrance examinations. Each school makes its own examination.
The examinations for the most famous schools are very difficult.
In addition to day school, many students go to special private
schools (juku) in the evening and on weekends to help them
prepare for these exams.

JAPANESE SCHOOLS HAVE LONGER YEAR, DAY--SORT OF

The Japanese school year extends for 210 or so days—compared to 180 in the United States, 251 in China, 220 in South
Korea, and 214 in Israel. The Japanese academic year extends
from mid-April to the end of March and is divided into three
terms: 1) April to July, 2) September to December, and 3) January
to March. There is a six week vacation in the summer, two weeks
in winter and two weeks in spring.
Although many of those days are spent preparing for annual
school festivals and events such as Culture Day, Sports Day, and
school excursions, Japanese students still spend considerably
more time in class than American students. Traditionally, Japanese students have attended school for half a day on Saturdays;
however, the number of required Saturdays each month is
decreasing as the result of Japanese educational reforms. The
five-day school week was introduced in 2002.
The school day lasts from around 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. but
varies from day to day. Although it is a little longer than in the U.S.
school day, Japanese students generally have more free time and
breaks during their time at school. Sports clubs, even ones for elementary school, sometimes require students to show up for practice early in the morning or stay at school until 6:30 or 7:00 p.m.

TUITION-BASED CRAM SCHOOL AT NIGHT IS MOST IMPORTANT

An interesting component of Japanese education is the thriving industry of “juku” and “yobiko,” after school “cram schools,”
where approximately 60-80 percent of Japanese high school students go for supplemental lessons that they have to pay for. Juku
may offer lessons in nonacademic subjects such as art, swimming, abacus, and calligraphy, especially for elementary school
students, as well as the academic subjects that are important to
preparation for entrance examinations at all levels.
Juku for high school students must compete for enrollment
with yobiko, which exist solely to prepare students for university
entrance examinations. Some “cram schools” specialize in preparing students for the examination of a particular school. Although
it would seem natural for students to dread the rigor of additional
lessons that extend their school day well into the late evening
hours and require additional homework, many students enjoy juku
and yobiko, where the teachers often are more animated and more
interesting than some of the teachers in their regular schools.
Juku and yobiko are primarily private, for-profit schools.

JAPANESE SCHOOLS REQUIRE UNIFORMS, NO INDIVIDUALISM

Most junior and senior high schools require their students

Please turn to page 11 for JAPAN
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New study suggests long part-time hours
negatively impact students
By DeAndrea Russell

M

ost understand
that teens should
be focused on their education
and being in school, but many
need to also work a part-time
job. Some wonder if the two
demanding aspects of a teen’s life
are in conflict.
In fact, a recent study
published in the January/February issue of the journal Child
Development, researchers from
the University of Washington, the
University of Virginia and Temple
University found teens who clock
in 20 hours or more a week at
their part-time jobs have lower
expectations on the academic
front, aren’t as engaged in school
life and have higher levels of drug
and alcohol use, along with other
problem behaviors, according to
the newspaper.
However, these same students also showed more independent decision-making and had
slightly higher grade point averages than teens without jobs.
The researchers findings suggest that students working long
hours tend to take easier classes,
which may account for the GPA
increase and less time spent on
homework.
Additionally, students who

worked long hours still experienced negative outcomes up to
a year after quitting or reducing
hours.
Some teachers, however, feel
a student’s part-time job shouldn’t
really impact his or her grades.
“Of course, as a parent, I
don’t think [part-time work is] a
bad idea,” said librarian Kandice
Morgan. “Besides, you can’t just
assume that it’s the job
making their grades lower; losing focus, or maybe
they couldn’t be getting
enough sleep, or also they
could be just slacking for
no apparent reason at all.”
Work outside of school
can be beneficial, but parents have to be mindful of
how their child is affected.
“The most important job
is school, so if their grades
started to decrease, I would
stop them,” said librarian
Wanda Parrish. “I’m not opposed of them having a job,
but if something went wrong,
then I would just call quits.”
Working has obvious benefits, like making money, but there
are other reasons that students
say they like a part-time job.
Senior Dorrian Covington, who
works as a day care assistant, said
work hours are 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. on

weekdays, but when she’s on vacation or has a day off from school,
she works from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Covington, who hopes to
make her day care work into a
full-time career someday, also
said her work doesn’t interfere
with school, nor does it create
any “negative energy.”

hicago flash
mobbers have
continued their violent streak
of attacks around the city,
contributing to the closing of
Chicago’s North Avenue Beach
on Memorial Day, to muggings
in the Chicago Streeterville
neighborhood this past
summer.
Flash mobs are becoming both more frequent and
more dangerous because of
their ability to either affectively
cause a distraction for a crime,
or make it easier for groups of
people to brutally attack others
without facing a higher risk of
getting caught.
In their earlier history, flash
mobs were used merely for entertainment: A large group of
people would gather secretly
and, prior to a set date and
time, choreograph, practice,

continued from page 10
to wear uniforms, and dress rules are strict. Boys' uniforms have
generally been black with brass buttons and standup collars; girls
usually have worn navy blue uniforms with pleated skirts.
Japanese schools have strict rules about fingernail length
and hair styles. Cosmetics are banned and students with long
or died hair sometimes have it cut on the spot by a teacher or
principal.

STUDENTS AND STAFF KEEP THE SCHOOLS CLEAN
Students and teachers are responsible
for keeping their schools neat and clean.
Every day, a period of time is set aside
for this task. Each class is divided into
groups that take turns cleaning the
classroom, hallways, toilets, and other
areas used by the whole school. Some
schools also have flowers beds that the
children plant and maintain.

JAPANESE STUDENTS ARE TECH-SAVVY

Cormick.
Some students feel the policy
should apply to some, but not all
students.
“It should apply to those
students with a low GPA,” said
Johnson, arguing that this may
encourage the other students to
do better to get better grades.
But there is no flexibility for a
reason, according to one teacher.
“There is no leeway because
consistency is the only way fair
way to enforce rules,” art teacher
Julia McSweeney said.
Teachers feel the rule was
created for an important reason,

not to just make it harder on
students.
“The policy was made
because [we] need the students
to concentrate on the subject,”
McSweeney said.
While some students feel
it’s unfair, parent Vanessa McGee
feels it is a good policy, but the
consequences for breaking the
rule should be changed.
“A better punishment would
be to make the students stay
three days after school to clean
up [around the school] every time
the child is seen with a phone,
iPod, mp3 player, etc.,” she said.

Flash mobs perpetrate crimes rather than perform

C

JAPAN SCHOOLS

Club activities take place after
school every day. Teachers are assigned as sponsors, but often the
students themselves determine
the club’s daily activities. Students
can join only one club, and they
rarely change clubs from year to
year. In most schools, clubs can
be divided into two types: sports
y
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EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
LENGTHEN THE SCHOOL DAY

NO PHONES
adult comes up to the school to
retrieve the item. And sometimes,
that can be a painfully long while
for many students.
“Not having my phone effects
me because I’m not able to function
straight because I use my phone for
everything: Google, Yahoo, etcetera,” said senior Karissa Johnson.
With the importance of having a cell phone today, students
feel there should be some leeway
with the rules; if they’re not disturbing class, it shouldn’t be taken.
“If my phone falls out my
book bag or pocket it shouldn’t
be taken,” said senior Seth Mc-
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and plan to give unknowing witnesses a seemingly spontaneous
dance performance.
However, as they became
more popular in the media
through popular television shows
such as “Glee” and music videos
such as LMFAO’s “Party Rock
Anthem,” and appeal to younger
age groups, they have become
more of a thing to fear than a
form entertainment.
People now use flash mobs
as distractions for crimes, including shoplifting and robbing
onlookers, and in its most dangerous form, the participants plan a
time and date to attack others all
at once, no flashy dance routine
needed.
With all of this group activity and elaborate planning,
one might think that the police
officers are just slacking on the
job because of how many people
get away after these events. It
seems, however, that the police

officers are just as shocked
as everyone else when these
flash mobs are put into action,
leaving them stunned and
unable to handle the situation
completely.
“Generally, security officials and police officers do not
have prior knowledge of flash
mobs,” said a Chicago area
police officer Kimberly Smith.
“[We] find out about them during or shortly after they have
created a scene or committed
a crime. Flash mobs are well
organized and happen very
fast, their large sizes also make
them harder to control. And
once they disburse it is impossible to apprehend everyone.”
And although it is difficult
for security officials and police
officers to identify all participants of flash mobs, one thing

Please turn to page 12 for

FLASH MOBS

In Japan can you find classes of forth graders where every
student has a laptop or a tablet computer. One of the biggest
obstacles to overcome in these classes is the fact that some
students are far more familiar and adept with computers than
others. The Japanese government is considering providing every
student with a tablet-style computer by 2020.

CELL PHONES ARE AN ISSUE IN JAPAN, TOO

Students routinely check and send e-mails under their desks
and even take pictures during class. Even in schools where cell
phones are banned it is not uncommon to have lessons interrupted by ringing or vibrating phones. In a 2004 survey, 70 percent of
students said they had talked or sent a text message on the cell
phone while in class.
A study in March, 2004 found that 70 percent of high schools
allow students to bring cell phones to school. Of these about 90
percent required that the phones be turned off while the students are in school.

JAPANESE STUDENTS ARE STRESSED

A 1996 survey of Osaka high school students found that 80
percent felt stressed, 86 percent weren’t getting enough sleep
and 40 percent were getting less than six hours of sleep a night.
(Sources: The American Forum for Global Education
and “Daily Life in Japanese High Schools,” ERIC Digest,
www.education-in-japan.info, factsanddetails.com)

LAME LUNCH
continued from page 10

from other places and wasn’t
cooked on site,” said Majeske.
However, at least one student
can find food she likes, at least
during the breakfast service.
“The waffles are buttery and
the biscuits are flaky,” said junior
Sydney Haney. “It's the bomb.”
Although Haney likes the
the breakfast meals, she still sees
room for improvement.
"We need larger quantities
for the price I paid,” she said. “If
you're gonna give me cheese,
give me cheese that will melt on
my nachos, and my juice should
be the same size as my milk.”
And although many students
would love to have french fries
back on the menu, they understand that CPS will only allow

what they consider healthy to be
provided. With that being the
case, students have offered some
suggestions.
Various students said they
would rather see fruit salads, fruit
smoothies at the canteen, and
maybe the CPS butter cookies
only our parents can tell us about.
The students want the good food
Chartwells promises on their
website: “From kindergarten to
college, our nutrition specialists
and chefs are passionate about
preparing nutritious meals that
appeal to students from all backgrounds.”
When the lunchroom staff
was approached for a response,
they politely declined to speak
with a reporter.
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FLASH MOBS
continued from page 11

is very clear to them; the AfricanAmerican youth seem to be very
involved in them, more so in the
flash mobs that are used as crimes.
In recent tales of flash mobs
materializing in Chicago’s North
side neighborhoods and downtown area, persons of this specific
ethnicity have been noted as a
large percent of participants.
“[This is] giving blacks a bad
name and a tough time when they
try to hangout downtown,” said
senior Krystina Scott of King College Prep. “Police question and
follow black teens more now.”
But the case may be the
same for teens of all ethnicities
in areas where the violent mobs
have hit in the past, which may require more teenagers to be aware
of what they are doing in public
and how they appear to others
around them.
“Police officers and people
who work in public places are being trained to be aware of people
hanging around pretending to
be occupied or who seem to be
waiting around watching a clock,”
said Officer Smith. “People who
are repeatedly checking the
time and large groups of people
dressed alike are also seen as
suspicious.”
This causes a problem
among normal citizens because as
an impatient teenager, checking
the time repeatedly isn’t uncommon if you’re waiting for friends
or a parent, and people being
similarly dressed isn’t all too

uncommon in this trend following
society.
Also, most weapons being
used in these flash mobs are
those that can be seen anywhere
in the city. Baseball bats can be
seen in the hands of teens returning home from team practice, but
they can, coincidentally, also be
found in the hands of flash mob
attackers as they wait for their
cue.
In order to diminish the
threat, police officers are putting the “blue light” cameras,
or Police Observation Devices
(PODs), installed all over the city
to good use in their pursuit of the
flash mobbers. They use them
for identifying as many people
as possible who were involved in
the crimes, and in some cases the
distraction.
The motives behind these
attacks have yet to be figured
out by the authorities. Other than
gaining stolen goods during a
flash mob, there seems to be
no fathomable reason as to why
these people participate in these
events, especially the ones where
random people are mugged for
what seems to be no reason.
“These people are just stupid
and need a reason to rebel,” said
freshman Sandra Alfonso. “There
is no other way to explain it. It’s
just pointless violence.”
The fact that these flash mob
attacks are becoming more frequent is creating a sense of fear
within the citizens of the Chicago

area. Not only has a new curfew
been set for teens and younger
children, but parents are beginning to feel more anxious about
their children being out in public
alone.
“With all of the increasing
violence in the neighborhoods
due to these flash mobs, there
are some places that I don’t feel
comfortable letting my children
go to alone,” said Chicago resident Angela Smith. “I know that
[these attacks] are only going to
get worse, seeing as people see
that the risk of getting caught is
close to zero.”
The fear is not only in the
minds of adults now, but also
within the minds of teenagers; especially the ones who take public
transportation and are out often
at night.
“I stay late after school
most days, and I don’t always
feel safe walking to the bus stop
and taking the CTA home when
it’s darker outside,” said freshman Tania Smith of the Young
Women’s Leadership Academy.
“After hearing all of this news
about mob beating and mugging
people, I just don’t feel comfortable anymore.”
Although flash mobs are
turning into something that
people are becoming to fear,
not all flash mobs are dangerous
to the community or its people.
There are still many being held
around the world just for the fun
of entertainment, and not for

The social phenomenon of “flash mobs” started in New York in
2003 as a social experiment with a few hundred people. But the
largest and most famous flash mob dance event to date was at
Oprah’s 24th season kickoff party last year in Chicago (above).
The Harpo staff along with over 20,000 people pulled off the
event for talk show host Oprah Winfrey on Michigan Avenue,
where the entire crowd performed a choreographed piece to the
Black Eyed Peas’ live “I Gotta Feeling” performance. (Source:
Examiner.com)
criminal benefit. People put in a
lot of work and time organizing
these events, whether for entertainment or crime.
“The flash mob I was a
part of wasn’t used for criminal

purposes,” said Darren Tee Pei,
a participant and choreographer
of a flash mob in Melbourne,
Australia, “It was fun, but I’m too
lazy right now to participate in
another.”

Teens and others put too much information on social sites
By Chris Williams

Y

ou can say whatever you
want on your Twitter
feed or Facebook page, right?
Not quite, as Hole singer
Courtney Love recently learned.
Love was to go on trial in
Los Angeles in February as the
defendant in the first high-profile
Twitter defamation lawsuit. Love
was being sued by Dawn Simorangkir, a fashion designer she
attacked in a series of tweets--as
well as posts on her MySpace and
Etsy accounts--in March 2009.
The whole case started when
the designer got involved with
the singer over a $4,000 bill which
then involved a 20-minute Twitter
rant from Love.
The singer tweeted, that
Simorangkir is a “nasty, lying,
hosebag thief.” It was apparently
an argument over some clothes.
However, Love avoided the
much anticipated trial, and settled
with the designer by paying her
$430,000.
All that money for a few unpleasant words posted on the internet, much like what many other
users do--especially teenagers.
Many teens share too much
information over the internet, and
now with colleges, employers,
and police using Facebook and
other social media sites to find
out information on teens, it’s affecting their futures.
More and more institutions
are starting to take advantage
of teens’ apparent reckless use
of social media. In fact, various
institutions in the U.S. and abroad
have used people’s Facebook
pages as a source of incriminating

evidence due to updates giving
away their location or uploading inappropriate and revealing
photographs.
Some feel that such popular
network sites are their’s and their’s
alone.
“I don’t care what people
think about my page, ” said
Abraham Garcia, a Facebook
teen. “I have creative control over
my page; it’s mine for a reason. I
am who I am and if people can’t
accept that, so be it.”
However, they fail to realize that they aren’t the only ones
taking a peek at their online
pages. Colleges and employers
have also started to take a look at
candidate’s Facebook pages and
even use it as a factor of admittance or getting the job. Through
postings, people determine one’s
character and begin to judge the
individual.
“You know it’s sad to see
so many young adults miss out
because of one mistake such a
post or picture, and I feel sorry for
them,” said Rebecca Kaufman, an
adult who uses Facebook. “They
have so much potential, but at
the end of the day they know
what they are doing when they
post those things, enough people
have been saying it can affect
your future; it’s all about choice.”
However, there are teens
who feel that others are ruining it
for them, and caution those who
think all teens abuse the internet.
Many people feel because
they hear a story about one teen
being wild on Facebook, that all
are, and that’s not the case. One
shouldn’t judge the whole based
on a simple part.

Institutions are currently using Facebook as a main tool to
help them with many investigative aspects, such as collecting
background information to see if
people and their character qualify
for positions.
According to a study done by
Careerbuilder.com, 45 percent of
employers screen via Facebook
before hiring.
A prank by Florida teens,
which they then posted photos
online, according to a wptv.com
report, led to a cyber felony
charge against them.

Recently, according to the
Huffington Post, a waitress was
fired after ranting about a bad
tipper on her Facebook page.
Even teachers have been
fired due to personal posts on
their Facebook pages, and some
have even had their teaching
certificate suspended, essentially
ruining a major part of their lives
and income.
“Teens are using FB [Facebook] as an outlet to let emotions
out, instead of a face-to-face
encounter,” said Aaron Ford, a
youth motivational speaker. “I

the strip by Julian Grissett

recently heard people are beginning to lose the ability to talk
in-person. The scary thing is the
next generation will not be able
to efficiently communicate.”
Teens often boast saying, “It’s
my page, my stuff,”but the reality
is that nothing is really private on
the internet and almost anything
can be accessed.
A recent poll shows that 75
percent of teens in America have
a Facebook that is active, giving
them another way to make a
mistake that could harm them for
years to come.
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Ten years have passed since the horrifying terrorist attack against America

9-11 left a painful legacy for Americans 9-11 impact data
The initial numbers are indelible: 8:46 a.m. and 9:02
a.m. Time the burning towers stood: 56 minutes and 102
minutes. Time they took to fall: 12 seconds. From there,
they ripple out.

By Kennedy Simone

I

t was 8:46 a.m. on Tuesday,
September 11 of 2001.
Most American teenagers only
remember the tragic event in
glimpses.
Due to their young age at the
time, many recall watching images of skyscrapers burning and
ash clouds covering the sky when
we watched the news.
Even more of us can visualize our parents’ bodies frozen in
place with their eyes glued to the
TV screen.
This September 11th will
mark the 10 year anniversary since
those buildings collapsed in the
heart of New York, and America is
still facing the aftermath of 9/11,
all caused by the terrorist group
al Qaeda. The violent disaster has
had a huge impact on how 21st
century Americans live their lives.
In the past decade, there have
been many changes since the terrorist attacks. Airports now do their
absolute best to make sure no one
has to. Today, TSA (Transportation
Security Administration) gives fliers
a strict set of rules and procedures
to follow before they even step
foot onto a plane.
According to history teacher,
James Fitzgerald, “I used to travel
two or three times a week. It
would only take up to 30 minutes
from the time I parked to the time
I got on the plane.”
Today, a person can spend
hours at the airport without even
stepping foot onto an airplane.
Americans no longer have the
freedom to carry liquids over
three ounces that don’t have to
be stuffed into a sandwich bag.
Citizens of this country have
lost the privilege to keep our
shoes on when going through
security. Those few minutes when
travellers say goodbye to their
family and friends at the gate are
long gone.
Islamophobia is an issue that
is another concern in the aftermath
of 9/11. When a woman wearing a
hijab walks down the street, many
individuals will label her as a terrorist. The tragic event has given
Muslim-Americans a negative,
violence-related stereotype.
After the death of Osama
bin Laden, about 34 percent
of Americans said that Muslims
living in America would increase
the likelihood of another terrorist

• Total number killed in attacks (official figure as of
9/5/02): 2,819
• Number of firefighters and paramedics killed: 343
• Number of NYPD officers: 23
• Number of WTC companies that lost people: 60
• Number of nations whose citizens were killed in attacks: 115
• Age of the greatest number who died: between 35 and 39
• Bodies found "intact": 289
Almost 3,000 people were killed on 11 September 2001,
America’s Day of Terror. Four airliners were hijacked by
supporters of al-Qaeda. The first two planes crashed into the
World Trade Center’s twin towers in New York, the third into
the Pentagon in Washington, and the fourth into a field in
Pennsylvania. All those on the planes were killed instantly.
Many more died on the ground, crushed by falling buildings.
attack on the U.S, as stated on
Islamtoday.net
This country’s citizens have
also become more edgy when
they notice a Muslim on a plane.
French teacher Bethany Watson said, “[Only] stupid Americans are afraid. Most normal
people shouldn’t be any more
worried than if they were sitting
next to anyone else.”
She went on to say, “I feel
bad for them.” What was once a
country based on freedom and
civil rights, America appears to
be forming into the old-aged ‘Big
Brother’ typecast for the benefit of our safety. People never
know when we are really alone
these days. People didn’t used
to worry about being watched
when changing in a private dressing room or while in a bathroom
stall, but it’s gotten so hard to
tell whether or not you’re under
surveillance at the moment.”
Even at times when we’re
not on camera, we are still being
tracked.
According to The Telegraph,
an English newspaper, customers
of cell phone providers can be
tracked when their phones aren’t
in use because our cell phones
emit signals that can reveal our
locations on a regular basis.
Recently, it has been reported that the iPhone stores information on its users’ whereabouts

without consent.
September 11, 2001 is now
a major event in America’s history, spoken with the same tragic
reverence of the Japanese sneak
attack on Hawaii’s Pearl Harbor on
December 7, 1941, and President
John F. Kennedy’s assassination
on Friday, November 22, 1963,
in Dealey Plaza, Dallas, Texas.
Each infamous event has had a
momentous impact on American
life and culture.
But not only American citizens, but people worldwide are
experiencing the aftershocks left
by the disturbing event that continue to crumble our society into
pieces. Americans have lost their
sense of security and it might be
impossible to get it back.
Our society is now based on
fear. Airports are becoming more
and more strict, racial profiling
towards Muslim-Americans is becoming the norm in our culture,
and we are often unaware that we
are being watched.
Even the news media is
saturated with end-of-the-world
reports on a daily basis, while
movies and popular TV shows
entertain us with various doomsday scenarios.
9/11 is something America
will eventually have to grow from,
because according to French
teacher Juliet Ezugworie, “We
can’t live our lives in fear.”

• Body parts found: 19,858
• Number of families who got no remains: 1,717
• Estimated units of blood donated to the New York Blood
Center: 36,000
• Total units of donated blood actually used: 258
• Estimated number of children who lost a parent: 3,051
• Percentage of Americans who knew someone hurt or
killed in the attacks: 20
• FDNY retirements, January–July 2001: 274
FDNY retirements, January–July 2002: 661
• Number of firefighters on leave for respiratory problems
by January 2002: 300
• Tons of debris removed from site: 1,506,124
• Days fires continued to burn after the attack: 99
• Days the New York Stock Exchange was closed: 6
• Point drop in the Dow Jones industrial average when
the NYSE reopened: 684.81
• Days after 9/11 that the U.S. began bombing
Afghanistan: 26
• Economic loss to New York in month following the
attacks: $105 billion
• Estimated cost of cleanup: $600 million
• Total FEMA money spent on the emergency: $970
million
• Number of songs Clear Channel Radio considered
"inappropriate" to play after 9/11: 150
(Source: New York Magazine, “The Awful Numbers”)
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GIRLS TENNIS
continued from page 16

Can males and females be best friends?

tennis since I was 3 [years old],
so that’s about 12 years now,”
Moore said. “Tennis is my life, it’s
an everyday thing for me.”
The sport isn’t just a way to
pass the time, either.
“My goals for tennis are to
be a college player, and one day
be a professional, and to be a
certified PTR [Professional Tennis
Registry] coach,” she said. “Once

I accomplish my goals, I would
like to give back to younger
student athletes and help them
accomplish [their goals].”
During MP’s match against
Morgan Park Academy, Moore
was paired up against one-time
state champion Jerrika Boone in a
tough battle.
“She has alot of credentials
behind her, so it would’ve been a

huge accomplishment for me to
beat her,” Moore said.
The junior won the first set,
6-4, but then fell 6-0 and 10-6.
“I’m proud of myself for the
way I played, even though I lost,”
Moore said. “It didn’t matter to
me that she was the state champion; what mattered was how I
was going to execute my shots
and step up my game.”

GIRLS VOLLEYBALL
continued from page 16

By Seth McCormick

I

n a world where emotions
run like track stars and
people know pen pals better
than themselves, it’s impossible
for a male and female to be
best friends without ever a party
wanting to be more.
Some say I am wrong and
that it’s possible; they then relate
it to their own personal situations,
but can you speak for the other
person?
Deep down in your heart,
you aren't sure as much as you
may want to be and think, "Well,
he's never said anything,” but
maybe he's not ready to.
A person becomes close
friends with one whose beliefs,
hobbies, goals, styles, and views
are the same. It’s always been
said that a good relationship
should start with a good friendship.
The best candidate to be
with is the one who knows you
best and who can relate; a best
friend is just that.
While there are situations
where physical attraction is a
factor, it is rarely so overwhelming that it makes a friendship
impossible.
When physical attraction
does get in the way of being
friends, it isn’t always the guy
who is struggling with those feelings. Yes, girls do lust after guys
as much as guys lust after girls.
If one can't ensure that it’s
not possible for the opposite sex
to gain stronger emotions, then it
is possible for the feelings to exist
and it’s possible for males and
females to be friends without
ever gaining more feelings, but
extremely rare.
Confused? If you can’t be 100
percent sure your best friend of
the opposite sex will never, ever
have more than friendly feelings
toward you, then it’s not likely that
a friendship like that is possible
with one day crossing the thin line
between friends and partners.
As humans, we fail to realize
that although we are at the top of
the food chain and are far more
advanced than the other creatures on our planet, there is still
so much we don't control. The
mind is still one of the few things
that is so close, yet we still don't
understand its ways.
Our emotions aren't as controlled as we think, consciously
we only know so little of the
processes our minds undergo and
control even fewer.
Love is the emotion we have
no control of. As we grow up our
interpretation of it changes, our
thoughts on its importance changes
and our ways on finding it change.

By Brandi Martin

G

irls, is it possible to
have a male best friend
without gaining feelings for them?
Many girls say it depends on
who the boy is and his maturity
level, the rest say that no matter
what a best friend is a best friend
and nothing more.
While this may be true,
who’s to say that the person you
call your best friend is someone
that has liked you for the longest
or vice versa.
While I think that having a
male best friend may be hard
for me, many young ladies see
that having a male best friend is
normal.
I feel as if everyone has
once had feelings for their best
friend whether it was for a day or
a month or if you still do, there
was still a point where you looked
at them as not a best friend but
someone you could see yourself
with.
I think, as a female, that when
having a male best friend, there
comes a time when she starts to
evaluate and imagine herself with
him in a regular relationship.
Most girls that have male
best friends find themselves in an
awkward position when they have
girlfriends; this becomes a problem for both the girlfriend and female best friend. Seeing her best
friend with his girlfriend tends to
force her to question their friendship, especially when they don’t
want to cross any boundaries with
the girlfriend.
This also applies to the male
best friend when the girl has a
boyfriend. Jealousy, trust, and
time spent are issues that both
counterparts have to know how
to handle when having a boy/girl
friend.
“No Strings Attached,”
a recent movie that had two
people that started off as just
friends with “benefits,” after
becoming so close and knowing
everything about one another,
showed that that’s when the
problems occur.
Both the male and female in
this movie became jealous of the
other person’s love life with other
males/females.
They didn’t realize that all
along their feelings were with
each other and not with the other
people they had been with. So
again, friendships between males
and females without any feelings
is demonstrated as a very difficult
task.
Best friends, in my opinion,
should be of the same sex or
remain just friends. We all heard
the quote, “Nothing more, and
nothing less.”

like everyone for themselves.”
Clifford is a highly-trained
athlete with tremendous skills.
"I have been coaching for a
total of three years--not consecutively" the coach said. "I coached
for Morgan Park’s girls JV and
boys varsity in 2004-2005, as well
as at Saint Joseph's College in
2006 in Standish, Maine."
McLin had her thoughts on
the new coach.
“Coach knows what she’s
talking about and she’s very truthful,” she said. “If practice sucked,
then she’s going to tell us practice
sucked.”
So far, the varsity girls are
suffering through some growing pains, going 1-4 with losses
to Juarez, Hubbard, and Carver.
Their lone win came against Marshall High School in their second
match.
According to teammate
Raven Wrightsell, the girls lost
to Juarez because they need to
“work on communication and
going back to the basics: passing,
setting, and defensive plays.”
The Hubbard loss was because, “We didn’t have our heads
in the game,” she said, while the
Carver loss was due to “alot of
serves [that] were missed...and we
didn’t have great passes.”

Coach has good history
Through her past experiences, Clifford has grown not only
as a coach, but as a player. She
makes it clear that she wants her
team to play to their full potential.
What makes her different from
some other coaches is that the
things that she learns from other

Middle hitter Roberta May gets ready to spike the ball against
Juarez, while Imani Strong backs her up. (Photo by Brittany
Elam)
players and coaches, she applies
them to how she coaches her
team.
“My experiences have always
been positive with all of my
teams,” Clifford said. “I truly have
learned something each season
from my players. Coaching collegiate volleyball has exposed me
to the recruiting aspect of coaching which has helped make me a
well-rounded coach.”
Sophomore coach Valerie Butler coached her sophomore girls
last season, alongside Thompson.
Butler, in sync with Clifford, is committed to coaching her girls so that
they can reach their full potential.
Butler is preparing her girls for
making their eventual transition to
the varsity level.

“I will make sure first and
foremost they are dedicated to
becoming the best they can,”
Butler said. “We will practice four
times weekly, completing a series
of drills and exercise activities to
build their endurance to shape
them into fine competitive players.”
The varsity and sophomore
girls played their game against
Juarez High School with an
unexpected loss for the varsity
team, and a charging win for the
sophomore team.
“I’m hoping to create a
strong, unified program that
is able to grow and develop
together,” Clifford said. “It’s time
to bring a winning volleyball team
back to Morgan Park.”

Marching Hornets perform for school band

The Alabama A & M University band stopped by Morgan Park High School to perform
for the school band and auxiliaries on Friday, September 2, after band director Shemeka
Nash had an opportunity to ask them to visit. The band, the Mighty Marching Hornets,
was visiting Chicago for the 14th annual Chicago Football Classic between Alabama and
Hampton universities the following day. The Mustangs’ band participated in the Battle of the
High School Bands against other Chicago high schools that took place prior to the kickoff
scheduled for 3:30 p.m.
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Soccer team just needs a few more good men
By Joshua Housing
and Brittany Elam

A

s the regular season
opens with two
consecutive losses, the boys
varsity soccer team is in danger
of not competing for state, but
not because of a lack of wins: the
team is short on players.
Head coach and teacher
Santos Marchan said, “As far as
state [goes] we will see in the first
2-3 games; we’ll see more or less
if we’re at the level.”
The boy’s soccer team currently has approximately 11 players, which is only enough players
to cover the base positions,
including goalie. This means the
team would have to play the
entire season without a single
substitute.
“[There are] only enough
[players] for the beginning,” former player and current assistant
coach Ricardo Lara said. “We
could use a couple more which
we hopefully will be getting.”
After last season, the team
lost nearly half its members, many
of whom were vital.
“It’s gonna be tough because
we lost seven players, the good
ones, too,” said teammate Gabriel Cordera.
On Tuesday, August 30, the
boys soccer team played their

NINE ON ELEVEN IS NOT A RECIPE FOR VICTORY. Above: MP midfielders Gabe Cordero and Edric

Winford are surrounded by five CHAS Cyclones,vividly illustrating their current problem of having
only 11 players on their roster--barely enough to field a team. However, during this loss, the
Mustangs only had nine players, while the Cyclones had a full 11-man complement. MP lost 15-0.
(Photo by Brittany Elam)
first conference game at home
against nemesis Chicago High
School for Agricultural Sciences.
Unfortunately, they did not
walk away with a victory. Suffering
a loss of 15-0, the boys walked off
the field with their heads hung low.
“We did not have every
player out there and we were
tired because we all had to play

the whole game,” says player
Anthony Teruel.
CHAS’ team simply outnumbered the Mustangs. Although
MP only had a total of nine
players that day, the Cyclones
had plenty of players, putting the
allotted 11 on the field.
When questioned after how
they felt about the first game,

the team all agreed that they all
made their fair share of mistakes,
and that if they had all of their
players and a little more practice
with playing as a team then the
game would have had a better
result.
Unfortunately, in the following game against the Lindblom
Eagles on Thursday, September 1,

the Mustangs lost 7-1. They had
a full complement of 11 on the
field, but once again, there were
no substitutions, so each player
had to run the field the entire
game.
With this disturbingly small
group, the boys will likely play
the season without substitutes.
This puts players at a higher risk
of injury.
With the shortage of players,
some feel the need to step up.
Junior Gabriel even decided to
carry the team with the statement
“I will score a lot of goals [in order
to make the team better].”
The soccer team also faces
other challenges, including their
home field.
In one instance, a litter of
rabbits nested on the field. Unfortunately, the nest appeared to be
just another one of the potholes
littering the field and it went unnoticed. Players stepped on the
nest and killed one rabbit and
injured another two.
The team even feels under
supported; they feel proper
equipment and support would
attract more players, and make a
better team.
The team wants the same appreciation other teams get.
Gabriel suggested “…I think
we should get a mascot.”

CHALLENGING OPENING
continued from page 16

game for the team this year, it’s
also a first game for new head
coach Jeremy Gold, who has
coached for 13 seasons overall.
“You are never happy when
you lose,” Gold said in regards
to the first game. “After watching
the film it was clear that we [need
to] fix the missed assignments
and lack of effort.”
However, highly-touted Simeon lost to Mount Carmel (23-14)
in the early game, while Whitney
Young lost to St. Ignatius (27-14)
in the late game.
Most MP students and faculty
went to the first game at Soldier
Field. In fact, the school sold all
500 tickets that they had to offer.
Gold was glad about the support the team received.
“The students and faculty
of Morgan Park showed up and
represented very well,” Gold said.
“We ask that you continue to support us throughout the season.
Our [team] really feeds off your
energy.”

kickoff classic 2011

Celtics scored quickly
In the opening drive against
the Mustangs, the Celtics moved
quickly down the field, capped by
a touchdown run.
Undeterred, the Mustangs
also pushed the ball down the
field, but quarterback Andre
Newell had the ball stolen by a
Providence defender for the first
of three pick-offs on the day.
Newell, a junior who is now
the quarterback for the football
team, believed that the first game
was like practice.
“I feel that the first game
was just a chance for us to get a
feel for the game as a new young
team,” the QB said. “It showed
us what we could do as a team.”
Wide receiver and free safety
Dareil Lee Crowder, a senior,
felt the same way about the first
game.

LOOKING BACK AT THE KICKOFF CLASSIC. Clockwise from top: Flag girls Carly Knox, Renequa Bell, and Wynter Mitchell
perform in the stands of Soldier Field; the Majorettes during one of their routines; the linebacker squad of Eddie Scott, Kemet
Baxter, Shaquile Eason, and Josh Fikes wrap up a tackle; the Marching Band plays for the crowd. (Photos by Raven Hickerson)
“I feel like [the game] was an
eye opener to show our team our
weaknesses,” Crowder said.
Providence scored again in
the second quarter on a QB keeper, bringing the score to 14-0.
The Mustangs finally scored

late in the fourth quarter on
a 36-yard passing play from
Newell to wide receiver Charles
Bournes.
However, the extra point was
blocked, leaving MP with the nonconference loss.

Team must stay positive
Newell believes the team can
do turn things around, as long
as they don’t get distracted and
down on themselves.
“I think the rest of our season
will go in our favor as long as we

play hard and stay focused,” the
QB said.
Things won’t be getting any
easier for the home team. Next
up is the Simeon Wolverines at
Gately Stadium this Saturday at
7 p.m.
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Tough schedule leaves Mustangs 0-2 for first time since ‘06
By Jasmine Andrews

T

he Mustangs have
opened up the season
with perhaps the toughest
schedule among the Public
League teams, and it shows with
MP going 0-2.
MP has lost it’s first two
non-conference games for the
first time since the 2006 season,
when they stumbled against
Carmel Catholic High School in
Mundelein, 14-38, and Richards
High School in Oak Lawn, 7-14.
That was also the last time that
the Mustangs lost two games in
a row.
On the bright side, that 2006
team went on a winning tear the remainder of the season, playing into
the third round of the state playoffs, eventually losing in the Public
League Prep Bowl to Hubbard.
Even before this season
started two weeks ago, many
observers believed it would be
very difficult going up against the
Providence Celtics, then Mount
Carmel, and next week’s opponent, the Simeon Wolverines.

Tough loss in second game
The Mount Carmel offense
converted on its first three drives
in the first quarter at Gately
Stadium last Friday to go 21-0
over MP.
By halftime, the Caravan
racked up 180 yards on the
ground and a 28-0 lead, while
their defense put pressure on the
Mustang offense, leaving them

scoreless for the game.
The Mustangs and the Caravan haven’t played against each
other since 2005 in the Kickoff
Classic, but lost there, too, 26-6.
Despite that rough start six
years ago, the Mustangs went on
to beat another parochial team,
Brother Rice, 14-13, winning the
Prep Bowl in overtime on Thanksgiving weekend, for the first time
in school history.
The last time the Mustangs
lost in a shut-out was in a Public
League playoff game against
Hubbard in 2009, falling in the
low scoring game, 0-7.
The team, however, hadn’t
lost a regular season game since
1999 against Simeon, according
to IHSA records.

Kickoff Classic delivers
losses to all
Public League teams
Three Public League teams
were matched-up for the annual
Kickoff Classic at Soldier Field to
open the season, with all three,
including MP, falling to their parochial opponent.
The Mustangs lost to the
Providence Celtics, 21-6, in the
late afternoon rematch of last
year’s exciting down-to-the-wire
game where MP got the victory,
16-14.
Not only was it a tough first

Please turn to page 15 for
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JV volleyball coach takes over
girls varsity team
By Courtney Mitchell

T

Right outside Erin Robinson
looks to bump the ball, while
new varsity girls head coach
Bridget Clifford looks on.
(Photo by Brittany Elam)

he school hired a new
head volleyball coach
last May, Bridget Clifford, to lead
the volleyball team into a new
season.
MP has had a different
coaching staff every year starting
in 2009. Clifford is a former MP
volleyball coach, having experience with the girls junior varsity
squad and the boys team.
Her perspective of the volleyball season is optimistic and
bright.
"I am very excited at the opportunity to coach the girls varsity
this year,” Clifford said. “In order
to make this season better than
the last, we need to have communication with the players and
coach, dedication and commitment to the team, and motivation
and drive to be successful.”
The girls volleyball team season was ranked 646 in the state,
according to Maxpreps.com last
season. The varsity girls volleyball
team expressed a different vibe of
how the season ended last year.
"What I disliked most about
last year was everything," senior
varsity player Nia McLin said. "It
was so dysfunctional and [unorganized]...we all just gave off
a negative attitude especially
toward each other. We weren't
functioning as a team; it was more

Please turn to page 14 for

GIRLS
VOLLEYBALL

Junior quarterback Andre Newell releases the ball just in time against Mount Carmel’s (2-0)
defensive pressure, early in the first quarter of last Friday night’s game at Gately Stadium. The
Mustangs suffered their second loss in a row in a shut-out, 31-0.

Girls tennis has high hopes for season
By Naomi Penny

T

he varsity girls tennis
team is getting
pumped for their upcoming
season which began in late
August with their first game
against DeLaSalle.
In their first meet, the girls
won 4-1, and then went on
to be victorious over Morgan
Park Academy, 3-2.
The girls are starting off
what they expect to be victorious season by practicing and
improving their skills, both
physical and mental.
Alyse Elias, who is a senior
on the team, thinks she need
to work on improving her
serves, while Myla Price, who
also is an senior, said, “I think
I need to improve my attitude,
because sometimes I might
get upset when I lose or do
something wrong.”
Back in late August, the
team had tryouts, and assistant coach John Hall said he
was looking for girls who have
“dedication and the willingness to improve their skills.”
Coach John plans for
helping the team succeed this
year are “[having a] good line
up, a lot of hard work, focus
and constant commitment.
He also feels that the girls
must work on their serves.
“It’s the most important
thing in tennis and you have
the most control over [it],” the
coach said.
The team captain, senior
Jaleyah Walker, said she is
extremely proud of the varsity
and junior teams, but they
need to work together to be
victorious.
“In order for us to win as a
team, we need unity, perseverance, and confidence in each
other,” she said.
The tennis team practices
Monday through Thursday

Junior Darnesha Moore prepares to return a volley against
Morgan Park Academy’s Jerrika Boone in a match last week.
(Photo by Tayler Smith)
for about two hours a day after
school.
“During practice the player’s
works on serves, a lot of match
plays and stationary drills,” said
Coach John.
When asked how he learns
from wins or loses, the coach
said he learns more from losses
because it shows one’s mistakes
and it shines the light on what
needs work.
Several current varsity tennis
players said they started playing
tennis in elementary school.
One of the players, Elias,
said, “I started playing because
I wanted to try something
new,”and while another one,
Price, said, “I started playing tennis when I was in 5th grade.“

The two tennis players
also offered some advice for
other tennis players.
Price said, “Keep pushing
yourself and don’t give up when
things are difficult, and Elias
added, “Always do your best.”

Ranked player
loves the game
One member of the girls
team, junior Darnesha Moore,
who is ranked No. 11 in Illinois,
and No. 110 in the Midwest
Region, has played the sport
for most of her life.
“I have been playing

Please turn to page 14 for
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